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A. Statistical Information
 
I. Project Title: Adapting and Testing of Agr.IcuItural Simulation
 
Models to Sector Analysis
 
Contract No: AID/csd-2975
 
2. Project Director: George E. Rossmiller, Department of Agricultural
 
Economics, Michigan State Unviersity, East Lansing, MI 48824
 
3. Contract period: I July 1971 - 31 July 1975 
4. Reporting period: I July 1973 - 30 June 1974 
5. Total AID funding to date: $1,073,288
 
6. Total Expenditure and obligations through 30 June 1973: $752,106
 
7. Total expenditures and obligations for the reporting period: $351,029
 
B. Accomplishments and Utilization
 
Work continued during the report period on the four main areas of proj­
ect activities--field applications, training program, software library, and
 
methodological and theoretical development.
 
I. Field Operations--In Korean, model development focused on incorpor­
ation of international trade activities Into the demand component, develop­
ment of an annual price adjustment mechanism, further development of the
 
resource allocation recursive linear programming component, continued deve­
lopment of the grain management program component, conceptualization and
 
development work on a livestock component, and improvement and adjustment
 
of the basic KASS model to accept and link to new components and to operate
 
on the KIST as well as the NCC computer.
 
InNigeria the subcontract with the University of Ibadan for the agri­
cultural economics M.S. thesis research by Cyril Aja on the kola nut Industry
 
continues with rompletlon and a report due InNovember 1974. Felix Nweke,
 
Agricultural Economics Ph.D. candidate, isplanning his dissertation research
 
on modeling certain aspects of the Nigerian Forestry Sector.
 
2. Training Program--Nine students are Involved Inthe pilot offering
 
of the one year Basic Study Program under the Development Analysis Training
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Program package. A similar size class iscontemplated to begin In fall '74.
 
Development of the required new courses, tutorial service, programming help,
 
computer time, and Intensive seminars Inaddition to the regular university
 
course offerings make this a particularly intense and useful program--but
 
an expensive one. Supplemental funding sources are being explored.
 
3. Software Library--Work toward building a "critical mass" of compo­
nents In the software library Is progressing. The Policy Advisory Board for
 
the library met once during the reporting period and provided important
 
guidance to the library activities. They helped define the "critical mass,"
 
recommended concentration on the user rather than the developer language,
 
and proposed an international conference In 1975 to demonstrate library
 
capabilities.
 
4. Theoretical and Methodological Advances--Several theses in agricul­
tural economics and systems science are inprogress, with one on the Colombian
 
beef cattle !ndustry being completed during the report period. In addition
 
significant work inthis area Istaking place in Korea where linkages of
 
special technique using components and extension of components In conformance
 
with economic and behavioral theory is being accomplished.
 
5. Other Activities--During the report period, the project underwent an
 
extensive evaluation by AID, culminating inan evaluation conference involv-

Ing AID officials, the MSU team, the evaluators and representatives from
 
FAO, Korean Government, Seoul National University, and Iowa State University.
 
Inaddition MSU team members participated in International conferences,
 
seminars, and workshops dealing with systems simulation and sector analysis.
 
1i. OBJECTIVE AND BACKGROUND
 
Work In further adapting and testing agricultural simulation models to
 
sector analysis was initiated through Contract AID/cs.d-2975 in July 1971".
 
It followed Contract AID/csd-1557 (initiated in 1967) under which Michigan
 
State University was responsible for developing the general systems simulation
 
approach to sector analysis. Contract AID/csd-2975 along with the Korean
 
Agricultural Sector Analysis Contract (AID/ead-184) has enabled Korean,
 
Nigerian, Colombian and American academic and government personnel to jointly
 
develop, test and adapt simulation models to sector analysis.
 
The basic objective of this project Is to increase the usefulness of
 
problem-solving developmental studies and analyses while lowering the cost
 
of policy, program, and project deveiopment and evaluation through further
 
development, testing, and application, under practical field conditions, of
 
the general, systems-science, simulation approach and models (including
 
components) developed under Contract AID/csd-1557 and the first phase of
 
Contract AID/csd-2975.
 
The generalized, computerized, systems-simulation approach of this
 
project relates directly to the key problem areas of economies, sectors
 
and subsectors with emphasis on agriculture.-/ The models constructed under
 
AID/csd-1557 and the first phase of this contract were constructed on the
 
"building block" principle. They use specialized techniques where appropriate.
 
Examples in the Korean modeling effort are the recursive linear program for
 
modeling farmer behavior in resource allocation at the firm level, the simple
 
input-output component linking the agricultural and the nonagricultural
 
sectors and the simultaneous equations and regression equations used as
 
integral parts ot the grain management program component. They have
 
components for annual cash crops, annual food crops, perennial tree crops,
 
!1 An Introduction to the basic concept of the general systems
 
simulation approach may be found in Appendix A.
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and livestock. Further, theydeal; wlth agricultural research, extension and
 
education, transportation, interreglonal domestic trade, export earnings,
 
population, domestic consumption, taxation, foreign trade, and ina rudimentary
 
way, transactions between the farm and the nonfarm sector. 
 Inturn, each of
 
these components Isconstructed of subcomponents. Inthe future these sub­
components should be more oriented to micro-problems as well as to ihtegration
 
as part of more macro-models.
 
Practical applications are worth doing both for their own sake and
 
because they reveal problems with the theory, data, and techniques which
 
must be remedied to increase the basic ability to solve practical problems.
 
These problems require research and development efforts of the type supported
 
by the Technical Assistance Bureau of AID/W. Critical basic needs apparent
 
from practical work so far are to expand both micro- and macro-type analyses
 
and to bridge the two with appropriate aggregation models and theories. This
 
expansion must deal 
more specifically with the incorporation of specialized
 
techniques such as 
recursive linear programming, it.,ut/output analyses, etc.
 
into the general approach. Itmust also stress the international, intersectoral,
 
interprogram and interproject usability and transferability of the components
 
of such models. 
The social capital being created should be documented and
 
stored in forms readily retrievable by other subsequent users so that AID's
 
Investment inthis capital will 
have its full payoff. This requires a
 
software library. Also required isthe building of a capacity through training
 
efforts among researchers and decision makers incountries and areas of
 
application, to further develop and use the methodology. Still further the
 
efforts must concentrate on revealing the data deficiencies and provide the
 
basis for priorities inthe collection of more adequate, accurate and relevant
 
data. Finally, continued basic disciplinary work isnecessary on the theoretical
 
issues and data shortcomings inthe various disciplines contributing to agrl­
.ultural sectoral analysis.
 
The general, systems simulation approach: (1)has demonsitrajfd its
 
capacity to enhance the state of the art Insector planning In Korea, Nigeria,
 
Colombia, and Venezuela, and (2)should be an Important component of an AID
 
program tnat assigns high priority to sector planning. A need, now, Isto
 
move Indepth in further developing and applying the approach for evaluation
 
,iofalternatles at:national ,Iprogram and project levels, as wel I1.as on
 
pol icy alternat Ive% at! sectoral and sulbfectora I ItovokI..
 
The further development and application of the general, systems
I
 
simulation approach for analysis In planning, policy formulatlon, program
 
development, and project execution Is the fundamental objective of this
 
project. As suggested by the specific objectives, the basic need is to
 
improve the simulation models with respect to their theoretical bases and
 
their potential for efficient and effective application. Contributions
 
toward meeting this need are also required from disciplines other than
 
economics and systems science. In order to attain the objective, both
 
applied field and disciplinary research are required.
 
The field research in applying existing model components is needed In
 
order to reveal their deficiencies inoperatlonal applications in a variety
 
of country settings and environments. It is also needed to better understand
 
the prerequisites necessary for institutionalizing an analytical capacity
 
using the approach into the decision making framework at various governmental
 
levels.
 
And, of course, disciplinary research Is needed to further develop the
 
approach, the models, and the components based on the field experiences and
 
theoretical advances. In particular, the components need to be improved with
 
respect to economics, systems science, and other subject matter content.
 
More of the existing body of economic theory as well as theory from other
 
disciplines needs to be incorporated into the components and additional
 
theory (economic and other) must be developed for incorporation into and
 
guidance in conceptualizing components. The same is true with respect to
 
existing and needed systems science theory as well as the theories of other
 
disciplines having to do with Institutional, technical and human change.
 
Of particular Importance are the decision making theories which are
 
;under development in such related disciplines as economics, systems science,
 
"statJstIcs, polItIcal science,, sociology and'phIlbsophy. 
Anessent'ial, ,
 
,,characteristic of the systems simulation approach is.stresson using-,spedific
 
quantitative techniques and theories from applicable disciplines including
 
the socials, biological, physical and natural sciences as well 
as in statistics,
 
cybernetics, mathematics, etc. 
inthe general, systems simulation models of
 
,,concern in this project.­
'Over the past three years of the contract, the major efforts in.Korea
 
!,Ihave been directed 4o developing, testing, modifying and finally attaining
 
a working simulation model. 
 This Korean model and the earlier Nigerian
 
model provide bases for further model development and refinement and are
 
being successfully used as analytical tools in the planning and policy
 
decision making process. This is particularly true in Korea where the govern­
ment is directed toward agricultural sector development. Specific examples
 
of usage 
include assessment of benefits from an expanded bgricultural research
 
program and projections of the Korean Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
 
input.into the Long Range Economic Development Plan (1973-81). AID is provid­
ing a loan for the agricultural research program and the model will 
be used
 
for development of the agricultural portion of the Fourth Five-Year Plan
 
(1976-81). 
 The Nigerian model, developed under Contract AID/csd-1557, has
 
been used by university and government personnel under Contract AID/afr-786
 
and later under Contract AID/csd-2975, to provide part of the input in
 
development of the "Perspective Plan for Agriculture to 1935." Inaddition,
 
model component applications have been made to specific agricultural 
sector
 
problems in Venezuela and Colombia. The work in Colombia is in the form of
 
a Ph.D. dissertation on the beef industry in the northern region. 
 This work
 
was published under the project. The work in Venezuela on the cattle industry
 
is not part of Contract AID/csd-2975 but is a spin off from the Nigerian
 
simulation work, financed directly by the Venezuelan government. Other
 
utilization of project results has followed consultations, seminars, conference
 
participation, and training with IBRD, F,AO, 
and ADB, as well a, in Japan,
 
Egypt, Tanzania, and at the University of Missouri. Because of the nature
 
of th) Inputs, the potential for methodology tranqfer to other countries and
 
other problems, and anticipated usage, the contract also provides for the
 
establishment of a software library and a training program as vital 
support
 
elements qguaranteeotiul Izalon fsuch models-i .The.,tra InIng, program, and 
,the softwareo library are now, In ,the Initial operational stages of development. 
' ;oThe annual report summarizos activities during the period 1 July 1973
 
to,30 June 1974 infour major areas of coordinated and mutually supportive
 
work--(1) field application and operationalization of models to agricultural
 
sector development problems inKorea and inother locations, (2)development
 
and operation of a training program concentrating ir,support of institutionaliz­
ing the approach inboth host country decision-making structures and In donor
 
and grantor agencies, (3)development of a software library for easier and
 
more efficient transfer and application of the methodology to a variety of
 
development problems inchosen locations around the world, and (4)methodological
 
and theoretical development, particularly Ineconomics and systems science at
 
both field and campus locations. Figure I shows the interrelationships among
 
the various lines of activity within the pboject and how they will contribute
 
to further improved, problem-solving applica-ilons.
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111, FIELD OPERATIONS IN KOREA
 
The major f~eld application effort over the past three years has been
 
In Korea. In conjunction with +he National Agricultural Economics Research
 
Institute,Y/(NAERI), Republic of Korea, a basic model consisting of five
 
components has been developed, Isoperating, Is being Improved by both MSU
 
and Korean personnel, and Is being used by the Korean government in the
 
agricultural sector development planning and policy decision making process.-

Work continues on development of additional components and refinement of
 
existing components. With a sector model operating as a base and providing
 
the broad perspective, attention Is now being focused on model components
 
to tie into and complement the sector model as specific needs are assessed
 
through Interaction between the Korean Agricultural Sector Study team,
 
Korean government decision makers, and USAID/K personnel.
 
Summary of Main Activities
 
During the past year activities of the Korean Agricultural Sector
 
Simulation'Project have centered on further development of the grain manage­
ment model, an urban demand component, effects of International trade,
 
,the resource allocation component, a rudimentary livestock component, and
 
preliminary work on revising the population component. Exploratory work was
 
carried out on developing a computerized agricultural data base which could
 
be used Inconjunction with the sector simulation projection models.
 
InMay and June, 1974, KASS staff members participated as members of
 
a 
task force to review the government's grain price policy for the remainder
 
of the rice year. Selected subcomponents of the existing grain management
 
I/

-In December, 1973, the status of the Agricultural Economics Research
 
Institute, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, was elevated by renaming

Itthe National Agricultural Economics Research Institute, Republic of Korea.
 
The Insi'Itute was reorganized and the Sector Analysis Division was created-­
an indication of the ROKG's commitment to the type of research started
 
under this contract.
 
-For example, KASS demand projections which were prepared by a special

KASS/MAF task force team were used and acknowledged inan official document
 
"An Outline of Long Range Projections (Revised)" published by the Ministry

of Agriculture and Fishorles, September 20, 1973.
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mode,Lwere used to analyze alternative .strategie; for handling the d!afcits
 
!.'thegqveIrnmentgrain management account, andrlce defics and wheat1,6
 
,surpluses during a period of high Inflation.
 
In the area of training, workshops on agricultural system analysis for
 
researchers and decision-makers were held at the Agricultural 
Economics
 
Research Institute from July 30 - August 9, 1973. 
 Informal training of
 
three computer programmers also continued. Arrangements were made for two
 
Koreans to attend the one-year, non-degree Development Analysis Study
 
Program at Michigan State University beginning In September, 1973. 
 Three
 
additional NAERI personnel are scheduled to begin this program in September
 
1974.
 
Computer operations were improved significantly by making arrangements
 
to use the CDC Cyber Computer at the Korea Institute of Science and Techno­
logy, through Installation of a remote teletype terminal at NAERI 
linked to
 
the.KIST computer, and through the acquisition of a keypunch.
 
The field staff cooperated with the five project evaluators who travel­
ed to.,Korea to evaluate various aspects of the project during the early
 
part of 1974. 
 Project personnel attended the two-day conference held out­
side Washington, DC at the end of March.
 
AID Evaluation Conference
 
During January, February and March 1974 an extensive evaluation of the
 
a,,Krep.activity
portion of this project was undertaken by the Economic and
 
Sector Analysis Division of TAB, AID. 
A 6-man evaluation group critically
 
reviewed project progress and direction both In Korea and on campus focus­
... (I) institutionalization, (2) the systems model,
ing on: 
 (3)the demographic
 
.component, 
(4) the recursive linear program farm resource allocation compo­
,ient, (5) the grain management program component and (6) the 
livestock
 
component. 
The evaluation culminated in a 2-day conference held March
 
27-29, 1974, at AIrlIe House In Virginia and included the MSU team, the
 
evaluators, AID representatives and an FAO representative. 
 (See Appendix B
 
for list of participants and presentations.) Evaluation emphasis was on
 
economics and demography without consideration of needed contributions from
 
other 	disciplines. 
Although no overall formal summary and conclusion~state­
ment has been prepared as yet by AID, Individual papers are available as
 
well as tapes of the evaluation conference. An apparent major conclusion
 
from the evaluation was that the work should continue with additional
 
emphasis on further model development and refinement and on Institution­
alizing the analytical capability In Korea. Activity in other locations
 
was not considered. Specifically development, linkage, Institutionaliza­
tion and use at the earliest possible date was emphasized for the grain
 
management program component, the RLP farm resource allocation component,
 
an expanded agricultural-nonagricultural interface component, and an
 
Improved demographic component. Further, it was stressed that additional
 
attention needed to be addressed to building the institutional linkages
 
and to training activities to provide a sound base for continuation of the
 
effort beyond the MSU/AID Involvement.
 
Model Development
 
During the past year work has continued on further developing varlous
 
components of the Korean Agricultural Sector Simulation Model. There were
 
two Immediate objectives with respect to model development In Korea:
 
(I) The development of an Improved version of the overall sector
 
model which will allow decision-makers to consider alternative
 
strategies of developing the agricultural sector and lead to
 
the formulation of the Fourth Five Year Plan and subsequent
 
updated five year plans.
 
'(2) 	 The development of a detailed sub-sector model to aid government
 
decision-makers In the management of grain policies and programs.
 
Development of an improved sector model builds on the Incomplete
 
computer model (shown in Figure 2 from the technical appendix of the KASS
 
report) which was used to prepare 15-year projections for the main sector
 
If
report published In 19721. Figure 2 shows which components of the.model
 
-_. E. Rossmiller et al., Korean Agricultural Sector Analysis and
 
Recommended Development Strategies, 1971-1985, Joint publication of the
 
Agricultural Economics Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture and
 
Fisheries,Seoul, Korea, and Department of Agricultural Economics, Michigan
 
State 	University, East Lansing, MI, 1972.
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were operational [agricultural production, crop accounting, farm consump­
tlion, regional and national accounting, national input-output (rudimen­
tary), urban demand, and population-migration] and which components were
 
not yet operational (price adjustment mechanism, yield projections,
 
resource allocation) and, thus, had to be handled by off-line,projections
 
or'by man-machine Iterative adjustment of prices and croo area allocations.
 
The ma!n efforts during the past year have focused on designing,
 
programming, and testing the missing components. De. Lloyd Teigen has
 
worked on modifying the urban demand component to incorporate an annual
 
price adjustment mechanism which uses a simultaneous equation approach,
 
and on an international trade mechanism with import and export quotas and
 
tariffs. While on short-term trips to Korea, Dr. Hartwig deHaen and Dr.
 
Friedrich Bauersachs from Bonn University InGermany worked on operation­
alizing the recursive linear programming resource allocation component.
 
Dr. Tom Carroll carried out preliminary work on updating the population
 
base from the 1966 census to the 1970 census and began incorporating
 
changes inthe population component which were recommended during the
 
project evaluation. He also coordinated work on computerizing the rudi­
mentary livestock production and demand model being used by the Livestock
 
Bureau of MAF to make Its projection. Mr. Forrest Gibson continued develop­
ment work on the grain management model and Incorporated many changes which
 
were recommended during the evaluation.
 
Further discussion of development work on the various components
 
follows.
 
Urban Demand and Price Adjustment Component-

The urban demand component has been modified to Incorporate n annual
 
price adjustment mechanism and an international trade mechanism with import
 
and export quotas and tariffs.
 
1Initial international trade work was supported by the MSU 211d grant.
 
This work Identified additional work necessary on the KASS component which
 
Is reported here. 7]
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,. Thp original version of the annual price adjustment mechanism (as
 
described In Appendix D of the User's Manual) was substantially redesigned
 
and reprogrammed during the report period. The original version operated
 
In the manner of a sequential disequilibrium adjuster. The new version
 
(SEAPA, simultaneous equation annual price adjustment component) calculates
 
the endogenous prices which simultaneously satisfy the linear demand equa­
tions and the budget constraint taking into account policy-specified prices
 
for certain commodities. The mechanism also includes a provision for reser­
vation prices for all commodities. These reservation prices correspond
 
theoretically to the minimum point-on the average variable cost curve for
 
firms producing those commodities.
 
One version of the pricing mechanism has been uncoupled from the main
 
KASS model in order to operate directly from an interactive computer
 
terminal. In this way the debugging process can be speeded up and policy
 
analysis can be carried out more quickly with the pricing mechanism.
 
The SEAPA price adjustment component was technically operational at
 
the end of the report period. However, more econometric analysis may be
 
required to obtain a more consistent set of price and income elasticities.
 
Sensitivity analysis Is being carried out to test the sensitivity of the
 
price adjustment mechanism to changes In policy-determined prices and quan­
tities marketed.
 
Another version of a price adjustment routine was also developed which
 
does not explicitly Include a simultaneously satisfied budget constraint.
 
This endogenous price gonerator (EPG) first uses a simultaneous equation
 
approach to solve log-linear demand functions and then uses an iterative
 
procedure to determine a budget parameter which will cause the proportion
 
of food expenditure to total Income to fall within some specified range of
 
a value estimated using Engel's Law.
 
If the SEAPA price adjustment component turns out to be too sensitive
 
to quantity/price changes because of parameter estimation problems and the
 
requirement o the exact saisfactlon ftheoveral,bude
&nt, osr 

m canbe'subsitituted as a bakup for SEAPAin KASSm '
 i l
 
runs., 
- The'w6rld-arket mechanism Interacts with the system by setting 
the domestic supply plus Import target equal to the domestic demand plus 
export target. If the calculated price is between the export price 
(f.o.b.) and the Import price (C+F+T), It remains unchanged. If It is 
below the export price, exports of the commodity are Increased by an 
amount necessary to equate domestic with world export price. 
 If It Is
 
below the Import price, Imports of the commodity are decreased up to
 
the amount of the Import quota In an effort to keep the domestic price
 
at the Import price. If the domestic price exceeds the Import price,
 
no adjustment Is made. 
Thus there Is a built-in asymmetry in the world
 
market linkage which Is biased toward the saving of 
limited foreign
 
exchange. Both of these trade adjustments (imports or exports) affect
 
all freely determined price in the system, as well 
as the budget para­
meter, in a general equilibrium fashion. 
 Dollar prices are used for
 
the world prices of the commodities and for transorporation charges;
 
tariffs and the exchange rate explicitly enter the computations.
 
RLP Resource Allocation Component
 
The overall design of the recursive linear programming resource
 
allocation component (RLP-RAC) Is outlined first, and then, model deve­
lopment activities during the report period are reviewAd.
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RLP-RAC Component Design-

The resource allocation component (RLP-RAC) being developed for the
 
KASS model Incorporates the recursive linear programming approach to
 
project allocation of resources, principally land and labor, at the aggre­
gate farm enterprise level. The general design of the overall system
 
model provides for dynamic interactions between a general simulation
 
model (SIM) and a linear programming component (LP) as shown in Figure 3.
 
The whole system is a model of a recursive decision system. The LP com­
ponent repr6sents the farm firms; the other components (SIM) describe the
 
physical and institutional environment in which the firms operate and in
 
which farmers derive their decisions.
 
In the present version of Korean model the simulated environment (SIM)
 
is represented by (I) a set of policy determined variables, (2) endogen­
ously generated variables and (3) exogenous variables. Policy variables
 
are mainly prices for those products where market intervention for stabil­
ization and price-support take place (food grain management) and for those
 
inputs (e.g. tillers, fertilizer, etc.) which are controlled by the govern­
ment. Endogenously generated variables Include prices which are determined
 
by market mechanisms (currently being Incorporated Into the KASS model) and
 
the agricultural labor force as projected by the national demographic
 
component. Exogenous variables include crop and livestock yields, techni­
cal coefficients, and input prices.
 
-4 full description of the RLP resource allocation component Is found
 
In the following project working papers:
 
Hartwig deHaen andJeung Han Lee, "Dynamic Model of Farm Resource
 
Allocation for Agricultural Planning In Korea--Application of Recursive
 
Programming within a General System's Simulation Approach," Project Work-

Ing Paper 72-1, October, 1972.
 
Hartwig deHaen, "Preliminary User's Guide to the Recursive Linear
 
Programming Resource Allocation Component of the Korean Agricultural Sector
 
Model," KASS Working Paper 73-2, May, 1973.
 
Hartwig deHaen, "Projection of Resource Allocation and Production In 
Korean Agriculture with a Microeconomic Model," Paper presented at the 
Summer Workshop of the Agricultural Economics Research Institute, Seoul, 
Korea, 30 July - 4 August, 1973. 
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Figure 3. Dynamic Linkage Between Components of 
the General System's Model (SIM) and a 
Linear Programming Component (LP) 
The main output of the farm firm component (LP), computed once every
 
year, are acreages for field crops, utilization of labor; draft cattle and
 
farm machinery, machinery Investment and Import requirements for feed grain.
 
Moreover the dual 
solution provides information about the cost structure of
 
agricultural production computed as shadow prices of various resources.
 
The total agricultural 
area of Korea is divided In'.o three quasihomogenous
 
regions. 
Since farm sizes do not differ significantly so far, no further
 
disaggregation is done within the regions. 
 Each region Is treated as If it
 
were one unique decision unit to which principles of individual farm development
 
can be applied. Allocation, production and investment activities for all 
three
 
regions are computed as the solution to a multiregional activity analysis problem
 
The LP component for each year Is block diagonal 
with one block for each
 
of the three regions:
 
National
 
This block diagonal matrix structure makes the modeling of Inter-regional
 
competition possible. 
 In the current version of the model, there are three
 
overlapping constraints for all three regions. 
Two stand for the politically
 
fixed national quota of 
raw silk and tobacco production. The third Is a
 
restriction for feed grain imports. 
All other constraints are repeated In each
 
region.
 
The activities In the LP analysis include: 
 (1) Production of various
 
.field crops, Including forage and pasture management, distinguished by type
 
of'technology; (2) Production of livestock products; (3) Planting of orchards
 
".d 
mulborry fiolds; (4) Investment In farm machinery; (5) Feed grain
 
Imports; (6) Various transfer activities. The technology may either be
 
traditional, I.e., 
using hand and animal tools, or mechanized with a 10
 
hp-powertiller Including the necessary attachments. 
 In the case of rice
 
production there is
a third separate technology: transplanting of rice
 
by mechanical rice transplanter. The livestock activities are.dalry,
 
Korean cattle, hogs, eggs and broiler production. Cattle can be kept
 
either as draft cattle or for beef production.
 
The constraints for each region Include land capacities for paddy,
 
upland, and double cropping. They include limitations for labor, draft
 
cattle and machinery during two peak seasons, constraints for the current
 
herd size of livestock enterprises, and several balance equations for
 
feed Inputs. 
 The model also tries to reflect the "suboptimal" and cautious
 
behavior of farmers by Incorporating additional adaptive flexibility con­
straints on acreages of field crops and livestock production which guaran­
tee that production patterns In any year do not deviate by more than a
 
certain proportion from the patterns during the previous year. 
Similarly
 
the level of investment In new machinery is restricted to a certain propor­
tion of the existing stock of machines Invested in previous years. 
This
 
refiects the adoption behavior of farmers during the transition process,
 
where learning and diffusion of new ideas are accelerated as the number of
 
previous adopters increases.
 
The objective function for the model specifies that farmers try, within
 
the limits of the current physical and Institutional constraints, to realize
 
those combinations of enterprises and activities 
whIchmaximize the expected
 
Income without running an unbearable risk of losing a basis for family
 
subsistence.
 
Inorder'to account for the dynamic properties of the sectoral adjust­
ment and growth process, a dynamic feedback operator Is defined which relates
 
the values of the objective function coefficients, of constraints and a
 
matrix coefficients to preceding LP solutions, to variables bnIng computed
 
Inother parts of the simulation model and to exogenously projected variables.
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&j6iin ng an operational RLP resource allocation-component'wlthln the
 
gen.oraLKASS model has been proceeding In.two phases:
 
Phase 1: KASM/RLP operating with exogenously projdfted producer 
prices. 
Phase I1: KASM/RLP operating with endogenously determined prices 
through a market mechanism in the urban demand component,
 
(e.g. SEAPA or EPG components discussed earlier).
 
RLP-RAC Development Activities
 
A preliminary version of KASM/RLP with exogenously projected producer
 
price (Phase I) was operational at the beginning of the report period with
 
an earlier version of the KAS Model (Version 1.12). A paper (cited earlier)
 
describing preliminary projections with the model was prepared by deHaen
 
for the Summer Research Workshop held at the Agricultural Economics Research
 
Institute in Seoul during the summer of 1973. Dr. deHaen summarized strength!
 
and weaknesses of the preliminary Phase I version as follows:
 
The positive features may be summarized as follows: Projections of
 
resource allocation with the model allow for automatic consistency
 
checks for supply and utilization of resources. They include Infor­
mation about the economic forces underlying growth or decline of
 
resources, measured as shadow prices, that cannot be obtained by non­
simultaneous system-models. The model Is adaptive in the way that
 
it contains feedback mechanism relating current plans to past exper­
ience. The results, although not yet fully acceptable, seem to support
 
the hypothesis of rational behavior under limited information.
 
Finally, the model structure includes explicitly the competition
 
mechanism between human, animal and mechanical power that regulates
 
the process of technical change in agriculture.
 
The weaknesses of the model are: Some important factors of production
 
so far have been left ?ut; they Include mainly investment capital and
 
the skills of people.j The limited availability of both resources
 
may have a considerable impact on production patterns (e.g. restric­
tion of modern vegetable production more than the results indicate)
 
and the speed of the modernization process. Another weakness of the
 
current model lies in the data supply. Too many data do not differ
 
between regions with the consequence that the projected regional
 
production patterns are very similar. This is particularly true for
 
prices, but also for yields and labor requirements. Whether the model
 
I/
-An incorporation of the capital market was left out (I) for lack of
 
data and (2) assuming that the public sector would supply the required
 
capital at the assumed Interest rate.
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,canbea.useful Instrument for detailed policy analysis as well 
as
 
for educational Ourposes In Korea cannot be answered at this moment.
 
A final answer has to be delayed until this component Is endogenous­
ly linked to the demand component and the rest of the sector model.
 
However, even at this stage it may give some insight Into the mani­
fold interdependencles within the farm sector which finally determine
 
the development process In agriculture.
 
:Phase II development work on the RLP-RAC proceeded slowly during the
 
report period for several reasons. First, Phase II depended on implemen­
tation of an urban demand component with a market mechanism. The original
 
version of the,annual price adjustment mechanism was discarded. Design
 
and development of the SEAPA component described in the previous section
 
proceeded much more slowly than anticipated becauso of theoretical, empir­
ical, and programming problems encountered along the way. Second, profes­
sional Input was reduced to a two-week visit to Korea by Dr. deHaen In
 
March, 1973, and an eight-week visit to Korea by Dr. Friedrich Bauersachs
 
from 25 May 1974 to 22 July 1974. Third, because the KASM/RLP model required
 
25 minutes to run for 15 simulated years at the National Computer Center
 
and because it was given somewhat lower priority relative to other KASS
 
components by our programmer staff, turnaround time on the KASM/RLP test
 
runs slowed down to more than e,week between runs. Finally, when an effort
 
was made to transfer the model the CDC system at the Korean Institute of
 
Science and Technology In order to Improve turnaround time, technical prob­
lems Involving core limitations and the operation of the Wisconsin LP
 
package were encountered.
 
Nevertheless, In spite of these problems, some progress was made.
 
-The preliminary Phase I KASM/RLP version was reworked, errors were uncovered
 
and corrected, and RLP-RAC was updated to link with KASM 1.14, the version
 
of the model documented In the User's Manual.
 
Perhaps the most significant addition to the program was a prepro­
cessor routine which allow for the flexible alternation of the standard
 
two-dimensional LP matrix structure. The natural Indexing system for the
 
elements of the regionalized block diagonal format described earlier Is
 
"region" by "conttraint" by "activity" plus "national constraints." The
 
preprocessor program converts this three dimensional structure to the two­
dimensional structure, which Is the input structure required by a standard
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LP program. Thusl the preprocessorfacilIitates adding or deleting constraints
 
and actlvities-In Ito N regions. Equally important as Its use by KASS,
 
this generalized routine will be a useful addition to the software library.
 
During Bauersachs' visitto Korea during the last month of the report
 
period Intensive work was carrled out on several fronts;
 
I.,At the National Computer Center test runs were made with the KASM-RLP-

SEAPA 3-region model. Efforts were being made to eliminate technical prob­
lems encountered Intrying to link the subcomponents and to achieve results
 
from the larger model which made sense economically. While no successful
 
linked runs were accomplished during the reporting period, it became clear
 
that the linkage would require solution of technical and theoretical problems
 
not earlier anticipated, and that improved estimates of price and income
 
elasticity coefficients were required as'well as further sensitivity
 
testing of the behavior of the SEAPA price adjustment mechanism.
 
2. At the Korea Institute of Science and Technology, advanced development
 
work on the RLP-RAC was started. The main objective of this work isto
 
achieve a version of KASM-RLP-SEAPA operating with a manufacturer's supplied
 
LP package (inthe case of the CDC Cyber Computer, OPTIMA or preferably
 
APEX when It becomes available at KIST) operating ina national mode
 
Instead of a regional mode (but with the flexibility to operate In I to N
 
regions as desired). Itwas decided to use a manufacturer supplied LP
 
package because most compute- manufacturer's are investing significant
 
resources to make their LP packages very efficient with respect to speed and
 
core memory utili'ation. Itwas also decided to operate at the national
 
level because as reported earlier little difference was found among the
 
region patterns probably because the data thus far used Inthe model 
are very 
similar across regions. Also, operating at the national level will reduce 
the computer costs significantly. Itwill allow researchers to Investigate 
the economic behavior of the national model to determine changes that need 
to be made Inthe structure before Introducing complexities associated 
-alth reglonalization. Preliminary consideration has already been given to 
rwk)difylir( I tht, !I) ;trii(Jifro to Include constraint (n worklnI ',qcapitalI and 
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lf vestment capital, constralnts specifying land where mechaniza
 Ioni
 
possible, constraints'on the speed at which double crop paddy.anibe
 
rmproved by a drainage program, and other modifications.
 
Insummary, the KASN-RLP-SEAPA model(Phasell) Is close to being opera-.
tional and to producing results useful for policy analysis. Also, basic 
design work has been done to develop a more flexible version which will 
make Itmuch easier to Introduce changes In the model structure as well as
 
allow for operation at the national 
level or regional levels.
 
Livestock Component
 
A "two-cohort" livestock model 
was made technically operational early

Inthe report period. 
This model simulates male and female livestock popu­
lations with two age cohorts per sex. 
 Inapplication of the model the
 
first cohort usually corresponds to the "maturation" phase of 
life and the
 
second to the "productive" phase of life. 
 Distributed delay subroutines
 
modified to handle attrition (deaths, sales, etc.) 
are used to simulate
 
the "flow" of animals through these two cohorts. The model permits the
 
user to introduce birth and death rates which are functions of per-animal
 
nutritional levels.
 
Prelimina'ry testing of the model was done using roughly estimated
 
parameters for the Korean native cattle herd In Korea. 
The model could be
 
extended to dairy herds, beef herds, swine populations and poultry. 
However,

for animals with relatively short reproductlon cycles like poultry and
 
swine raised for slaughter, a simpler first-order differential equation
 
formulation may be more appropriate.
 
Itwas decided to suspend work on further development on this version
 
he livestock component pending:
 
I.? 'Further work on the resource allocation component,
 
2. Clarification of the MAF's objectives and alternative development
 
strategies for livestock production to be considered by the model,
 
partlcularly Inview of the drastically Increased International
 
prices for feed grains,
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3. 	Clarification of the Impact of the energy crtsIs onrates of -> 
, -mechanizat#on and~the effect on ,,thuseofthe
.Korean natIve 
,;,:cattle herdfordraft purposes,
 
4. Further training of Korean counterpart staff to handle a compll­
cated systems model of the livestock and feed grain subsector.
 
Instead, work was started on computerizing the methods already deve­
loped by the Livestock Bureau inMAF for making the long-range projections
 
for 1973-1981 which were prepared during the most recent government planning
 
exercise. Development of this rudimentary 
livestock model had several
 
advantages:
 
I. Itprovided opportunity for Korean counterparts at NAERI and MAF
 
to gain experience In programming and testing a computer model
 
given relatively well-defined specifications as to the computational
 
procedures to be followed.
 
2. 	It minimized the input of 
scarce MSU personnel resources.
 
3. 
It produced a model which required estimates on much fewer para­
meters than were required for the two-cohort model described
 
above. These parameters were ones already Inuse at MAF.
 
4. 	Itprovided a model which can 
be used now by MAF to revise their
 
projections quickly and thus demonstrate the utility of 
a com­
puterized simulation model.
 
5. 	Itopened the lines of communication to MAF decision-makers on
 
their terms and through their points of reference. This communi­
cation will help the KASS Team to clarify livestock development
 
objectives and to obtain suggestions for areas of Improvement In
 
the model Inclose Interaction with the decision makers.
 
. At the end of the report period the MAF Livestock Model Isoperational.
 
Itproduces projections of demand and production of beef, pork, chicken,
 
eggs, and milk, herd size for Korean native cattle, Imported beef cattle and
 
dairy cattle, swine and poultry; and feed grain requirements. Some of these
 
projections differ from projections produced Inthe MAF report, because
 
of variations inthe methods used to computerize the projections. Inter­
action with MAF personnel will continue inorder to resolve differences, to
 
determlno the uti lii
y of the pre,;ent model, and to extend the model 
s capa­
li IlIly I, ,( l, r'lv,111 m.4111ollc',; '11)I Io,,pol Icy (114 l l ',. 
PopulationComponent
 
During the report p6riod two Ph.D.' theses on aspectsofraral-urban
 
migcation were completed by East-West-Center Granteesat the UnIversIty
 
4
of Hawail
 
"The Economics and Social Determinations of Rural-Urban Igration In
 
Korea: A Case Study of North Cholla Province" by Seyeul Kim.
 
"Rural-Urban Labor Migration, Farm Structure, Factor Productivity,
 
and Farm Income In Korean Agriculture" by Kang-SIk Park.
 
These theses contain useful conceptual Information which may Influence
 
the design of an improved mechanism for handling off-farm migration and
 
its effects on farm productivity for the KASS model. Howeveri because of
 
the small geographically local sample of farmers Interviewed for the study,
 
the theses will probabiy not be useful for parameterization 6f the migra­
tIon mechanism In the model.
 
Tha KASS population component was reviewed by John E. Craig, Jr. of
 
International Statistical Program Office, U.S. Bureau of the Census. 
He
 
concluded:
 
In my estimation, KASS Ias made a commendable first approximation to
 
incorporating demographic and nonagricultural variables Into a sector
 
study. In certain respects this first approximation is technically
 
deficient; In others it is simply inadequate. These problems may be
 
traced primarily to simply the inability to do every thing at once in
 
a massive undertaking.
 
Dr. Tom Carroll has laid the groundwork for development of an Improved
 
verslon of the population component by outlining the changes required in
 
model structure to make it demographically acceptable and by convering 
 to
 
a 1970 census base for data. 
 Dr. Carroll along with John Sloboda, Harvard
 
traveling fellow in Korea, are developing a paper reviewing the literature
 
on rural urban migration as a base fcr modeling a migration mechanism. The
 
actual modeling will begin during the next report period.
 
4 helr field research In Korea was funded under a sub-contracf of
 
this contract.
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General Model Updating
 
The User's Manual (Special.Report,9), which was completed during the
 
previous report period, documents version 1.14 of the Korean Agricultural
 
Sector Simulation Model (referred to hereafter as KASM 1.14) which produced
 
the projections presented In the main sector study report (og cit.).
 
;,; Early In the current report period extensive work had been done to
 
prepare KASM 1.14 for Interfacing with the grain management program (GMP)
 
component and to correct some minor errors in KASM 1.14 which were discover­
ed while the version was being documented. However, half-way through the
 
report period it was 
decided to give much lower priority to updating KASM
 
1.14 and to concentrate effort on first getting the GMP component to oper­
ate as a self-contained model. 
 This was done for several reasons. First,
 
during much of the report period slow turnaround at the National Computer
 
Center was slowing progress, and It became clear that updating KASM 1.14 was
 
taking too much time away from the development of the GMP model. Second,
 
KASM was designed to address a broad range of agricultural development poli­
cies on both a regional and national 
basis; while the first version of the
 
GMP model Is much narrower In scope, looking much more deeply 
into policy
 
Issues at the national level concerned only with the major food grains (rice,
 
barley, and wheat). Thus, it is doubtful that users of the GMP model will
 
have an Immediate need to examine outputs of both KASM and GMP simultan­
eously. Third, an Independent GMP model can be made operational much
 
sooner than a larger KASM-GMP model, because It will 
not be necessary to
 
test both the updated KASM and the linkage between an updated KASM and the
 
GMP component.
 
During the remainder of the report period work continued on updating
 
KASM 1.14 but at a much lower priority. The effort which was invested Is
 
not wasted, however, because an improved KASM remains oin 
 of the objectives
 
of the project--not only to facilitate linkage of KASM with new components
 
like the GMP, the RLP resource allocaticn componont, and the livestock
 
component, but also to be used In developing the Fourth Five Year Plan for
 
agriculture. Work will continue on updating KASM 1.14 during the next
 
report period.
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Grain Management Program Model
 
The overalI design of the grain'managementvprogram d l. (GMP) is
 
oined fIrst, and then model dveiopment'1activities during the report"
 
period are reviewed.
 
GMP Model Design
 
The GMP model consists of four subsector models and a market pricing
 
and'transaction mechansim which provides the linkage between these subsec­
tor models (and in later versions of the GMP, linkage with the larger KASS
 
model);
 
• Government grain management subsector model
 
• Private marketing subsector model
 
. Farm production subsector model
 
" Urban demand subsector model
 
" Market pricing and transaction mechanism'
 
The overall design of the GMP model 
Is shown in figure 4.
 
The 	government grain management subsector model 
(GGM), the core of the
 
GMP model, 
Is the instrument through which researchers and decision makers
 
can evaluate proposed alternative grain management policies and programs.
 
This model calculates several variables directly related to government
 
grain management operations. 
Some of the types of policies which can be
 
addressed to GMP through the GGM mechanism are:
 
a) policies for controlled market pricing patterns
 
b) policies for government buying and selling pricing patterns
 
c) 	policies (or decision rules) governing the intensity and timing
 
of government domestic purchases and sales for controlling market
 
prices
 
d) 	policies governing the desired seasonal 
levels of reserve stocks
 
of rice and barley
 
e) policies (or decision rules) governing the Intensity and timing
 
of Imports to maintain desired stock levels, while at the same
 
'time utilizing these same stocks In controlling market grain priceh
 
f) policies related to the amount of government-owned and government­
leased warehousing
 
g) policies regarding warehouse construction and financing
 
Warehousing
 
I Pians .
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~Figure 4. Grain Management Program Simulation Model 
(General Outline).
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h) policies regading-Imp6rt financing
 
I) policies specifying Import quotas on wheat and feed grains
 
J) policies Imposing tariffs on wheat and feed grains
 
The GGM subsector model is designed as an automatic feedback control
 
system. 
Currently, three automatic controllers are Incorporated into the
 
model: a market price controller, an import controller, and a warehoustng
 
controller. Basically, each controller periodically compares the actual
 
observed values of the 'controlled' variables (e.g., rice and barley
 
prices) with the current desired values. The time-series of differences
 
between actual and desired values are called the "error signals." These
 
error signals are used to generate appropriate corrective action to reduce
 
the amount of error 
in the controlled variables. In the case of the price
 
controller, the error signals are used to generate government domestic
 
purchasing and sales patterns which would be necessary to maintain the
 
desired market price behavior. There are definite trade-offs between
 
system response (how market price actually responds to desired price sig­
nals) and the costs end Impacts of various control schemes. These are
 
system design problems which must be worked out through Interactions between
 
researchers, decision makers, and the GMP model.
 
More detailed description of the design of GGM subsector model and
 
other subsector models may be found In KASS Working Paper 73-4 (July, 1973).
 
GMP Model Development Activities
 
During the report period the Iterative process of designing, testing,
 
and validating subcomponents of the grain management program (GMP) model
 
has continued.
 
During February 1974, the GMP component was subject to a comprehensive
 
evaluation as part of the overall 
KASS project evaluation initiated by
 
USAID/W. Field evaluator for the GMP component was Dr. Richard Phillips of
 
the Food and Feed Grain Institute, Kansas State University. As a result of
 
this In-process evaluation, several of the suggested refinements outlined
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in.,.section IX of the GMP evaluation report- .were undertaken immediately
 
and are currently programmed and included Inthe GMP component models.,'
 
.These current refinements and others which were already underway are
 
summarized below.
 
Key market positions and functions are now identified throughout all
 
subsectors of the GMP componenl. Market positions Include farm households,
 
production area assembly and shipping points, consumption area terminal
 
points, port-discharge and storage points, retail sales stores and non-farm
 
consumer households. Transportation between production and consumption
 
areas, as well as between sea ports and consumption areas, is now explicit­
ly modelled in both the private and government marketing channels. Hulling
 
and polishing processes, as well as product and by-product Inventories, are
 
now modelled by market position.
 
The private marketing subsector model now is augmented by an Industrial
 
wheat system model to track the progress of wheat imports from original
 
Import orders through port arrivals, discharge, port storage, port to mill
 
transit, mill wheat storage, wheat flour production, wheat flour warehousing
 
to wheat flour wholesales. Disaggregation of wheat flour products into
 
major commodities such as noodles, bread and bakery products and other pro­
ducts has not yet been accomplished. Also, now included in this subsector
 
Is a private grain storage behavioral mechanism which is responsive to
 
past as well as forecasted seasonal price and storage profitabilities.
 
The farm production subsector model now Identifies non-food uses of
 
food grains (rice, barley and wheat). These uses currently Include live­
stock feed and seed requirements.
 
A new urban demand subsector model has been designed to handle consu­
mer food grain consurption demands as well as demands for consumer stock
 
-I l jluiI ion ()ttho Gr,in Manogomon LEt "Tr'2 i. 11;imu 
a Poul Foo(I Irain , Kirlias!; 
v, 
'Pr MO(J"i,
 
04-la1,11'd hlI IIll) 'Ind I. Kolly., rl d rOd (o Irr'l I lul 
Stato Univorsity, Fobruary 1974. 
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level aadjustmepts. 'Urban demands~for food grainslrespond to relative price
 
levels as well as relative rates of change In food grain prices. Urban
 
consumption of food grains also responds to difference between desired and
 
actual household stock levels. 
 When stock levels are well below desired
 
levels, reflecting an unavailable supply at any price situation, urban
 
consumption Is suppressed, reflecting a tightening-of-the-bel- syndrome.
 
By the end of the report period most of the programming on the various
 
subsector models for the first version of the GMP model 
had been completed.
 
The next several months willI be spent debugging and running the model to
 
observe its behavior and Its usefulness in answering some of the policy
 
questions raised by the Ko7ean government.
 
Miscellaneous Activities
 
KASS Project personnel were involved in several other activities
 
related to model development and application. These included: (I)parti­
cipating ina grains price policy task force set up 
inMay, 1974, to assist
 
MAF and EPB indetermining an optimum grains price policy for the remainder
 
of the rice year, (2)developing a separate model of private storage
 
behavior, (3)developing a 19-sector input-output model focusing on the
 
linkage between the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors, (4)consult-

Ing with the Agricultural Production Division of NAERI 
on how to handle
 
problems encountered Inoperationalizing a large-scale nine-region linear
 
programming model, and (5)consulting with the FAO advisor at the Institute
 
of Agricultural Sciences on the application of the linear programming
 
method to allocating land areas associated with basic soil classifications
 
to different cropping patterns with the objective of maximizing regional
 
Income subject to meeting production targets, (6)giving preliminary thought
 
to the design of an agricultural data base which could be linked to the
 
analytical simulation projection models.
 
Grains Policy Task Force
 
InMarch 1974 when Dr. Kim, Director of NAERI, was Inthe U.S. attend-

Ing the evaluation conference, he Indicated that a major Issue confronting
 
4AF was to determine a conserving grains price policy for Implementation
 
until harvest Inmid-October and to determine longer term grain policy In
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copnection with changed world and domestic conditions with respect to
 
world grain prices and availabilities, energy shortages, fertilizer supplies,
 
changed demand conditions and other relevant variables. Dr. Kim Indicated
 
that KASS should help in the analysis.
 
Because of his general knowle.1ge in the world grain policy area, his
 
specific knowledge of the Korean situation and the KASS work through con­
tact as one of the AID evaluators of the project, and his continued inter­
est, Dr. Richard Phillips was asked to consult with KASS on the problem
 
during the last two weeks in May. Dr. G. E. Rossmiller allocated part of
 
his 3-1/2 months In Korea beginning mid-May to this Issue as KAPP repre­
sentative. Mr. Forrest Gibson and Dr. Lloyd Telgen from KASS were asked
 
to participate. Thus, the foreign consultant group consisted of Phillips,
 
Gibson, Telgen, and Rossmiller. A Grain Policy Task Force was fQrmed con­
sisting of Dr. Kim, Dong Hi, NAERI; Dr. Moon, Pal Yong, KDI; Mr. Shin,
 
Food Bureau, MAF; and Mr. Park, EPB. The task force met five times during
 
late May, June, and early July to formulate the short run problem, discuss
 
alternatives, provide data, and to discuss results and form for the short
 
term report. At some of these meeiings additional personnel from MAF and
 
EPB were present. In addition Dr. Fred Mangum, KAPP policy analyst, who
 
arrived in late June, was invited to participate and to eventually replace
 
G. E. Rossmiller as a consultant to the Task Force.
 
The analysis carried out by the task force made use of a simple
 
"front-end" market component developed for the larger Grain Management
 
Program Model described earlier. The simultaneous equation model is set
 
up for only rice, barley, and wheat. It includes price, cross price, and
 
Income elasticities, which are estimated for 3 different periods during
 
the year--October thru January, February thru May, and June thru September.
 
These periods coincide with three distinctly different consumption behav­
lor patterns during the year. The policy and solution variables which can
 
be analyzed are the three grain prices and the three grain quantities
 
demanded. The analyst can specify the level of any three of the variables
 
and the model well solve for the other three. The model was used to gen­
orato results for the June thru Soptembor period.
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This model issef'up to run interactively 'from a remote terminal to
 
the KIST computer.. ThisTmdeo'peration speeded-up considerably the analytical
 
work of the task force. During meetings of the task force it was also possible
 
to request runs to test different pricing policies and have results back for
 
Immediate discussion.
 
In a meeting of the Task Force representatives with Assistant Vice
 
Minister Bae, MAF, and his Bureau and Division directors, In early August
 
copies of both an English and Korean version of the short run Task Force
 
report were presented and discussed. The Vice Minister was enthusiastic
 
about the report and the approach saying "this is the first time this kind
 
of analysis has bien done in MAF." He Invited the task force to continue
 
its work with even closer Interaction with MAF decision makers, promised
 
full support for data needs, and asked the task force help In determining
 
the rice. purchase price to be set this fall. The task force will continue
 
to function and will respond to MAF requests for help as well.as initiate
 
work on analysis of intermediate and long term grain policy for Korea.
 
Model of Privqte Storage Behavior 
I/
 
A separate model was developed by L. D. Teigen to analyze private 
sector storage behavior and price response for two cases: (I) a monopoly 
or cartel In the storage Industry and (2) a competitive equilibrium In 
the storage industry. 
The model is based on a linear demand curve with inventory costs per
 
metric ton stored which are assumed to be the sum of Interest costs plus
 
a fixed storage rate per month. In the monopolistic case, the storage
 
level, and hence sales to consumers, Is determined in such a way as to max­
imize year-end profits from private storage activity. In the competitive
 
I/Work on this model was supported In part by the MSU 211d grant and
 
is written up In KASS Working Paper 73-5, "A Model for Private Storage
 
Behavior under Competition and Monopoly with an Application to Korean Rice
 
Storage" and in KASS Issue Paper 7, "Price Targets and Import Levels on
 
Korean Rice."
 
I 
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-cad pstorage levels 'and"salesto consumers are such thatthe monthto-;
 
_M6roth rlse Inprices IsJust sufficient to equal the average cost of holding
 
Inventorles.
 
The model was modified Inorder to accommodate government target prices
 
and used to analyze the trade-off between price targets and Import leveis
 
for rice under the assumption of a market clearing price of 125 W per
 
kllogram.
 
National Input/Output Model- /
 
A 19-sector input-output model for Korea has been prepared and docu­
mented in KASS Working Paper 74-1. This model has been aggregated from
 
the 1970 Bank of Korea 56-sector input-output model.
 
All of the significant linkages between the agricultural and nonagri­
cul- ural sector have been maintained. Thus, the model can be used to trace
 
through the consequences of the agricultural-nonagriculTural sector Inter­
actions for policy analysis.
 
This version of the model Isbeing used to evaluate tle effects of the
 
extrapolation of 1960-1970 demand trends to the year 1975 under several
 
assumptions regarding Import substitution.
 
This version of the model will be used as a basis for developing a
 
dynamic input-output model which will link the nonagricultural sector
 
"'directly to the KASS Model.
 
NAERI Interregional LP Model
 
Project staff consulted with the Agricultural Production Divislon of
 
NAERI on problems encountered Inoperationalizing NAERI's reqlonal linear
 
programmlng model of the Korean agricultural economy In 1961. The model,
 
S/Supported inpart under the MSU 211-d grpant.,
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consists of nine submodels describing the agrlcultural productlon faclfl­
;.tips In each province of the Republic of Korea d&'andand a section which 
is representing the national market for nearly 60 commodities. 
The demand
 
section connects all the regional submodels into a homogeneous interre­
gjonal competltlon model.
 
The general recommendation is that both KASS and the Production Divi­
sion should concentrate on 
getting national versions of their respectIve
 
LP resource allocation models operationrI. This will facilitate making
 
the models operate technically and the running of policy analysis at the
 
national level in order to obtain the technical and economic experience
 
needed before reglonalizing the models.
 
Gimhae Soil Survey Linear Programming Model
 
Project staff cooperated with Mr. Thomas Day, FAO Soil Survey and
 
,Fertility Advisor at the Institute of Agricultural Sciences at the Office
 
of Rural Development, In developing a linear programming method for allo­
cating land areas associated with different soil classification groups
 
among alternative cropping patterns.
 
The purpose of this program was to establish an example of a method
 
of using the linear programming technique to assist the Government in
 
reaching their established crop production targets and, beyond that, to
 
maximize regional 
farm Income and the efficiency of crop distribution.
 
To do this a rudimentary program was devised to combine the soil survey
 
data available in the reports of the Institute of Agricultural Science (IAS)
 
with information on crop yields, costs and income data available from other
 
sources. The linear programming analyzes miximized regional income based
 
on allocation of land areas for II basic soil 
classification groups In
 
Gimhae Gun, Gyeongsangnam Province, to 
134 possible cropping patterns (sin­
gle, double, or triple cropping) of 18 basic crop commodities subject to
 
land constraints and the necessity to meet minimum production targets for
 
the 18 crop commodities. Constraints on capital and labor were not consi­
dered in the analysis. Thus, there 
Is doubt as to the relevance of this
 
particular version to a full economic analysis. 
However, the purpose of
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the project was to demonstrate how linear programming analysis would be
 
extended to Include the effect of soil classification:data on ylel 
 andrz'
 
Ipcpmes under dfferent cropping patterns.
 
Future Work on Data Base Linkages
 
Work on the KASS model during the past two years has made It clear
 
that the simulation projection models must eventually be linked to an
 
updatable agricultural data base if they are to provide useful 
up-to-date
 
projections for policy-makers operating in a rapidly changing world
 
environment. 
The extent of the data base required will depend on tka
 
level of detail and reglonalization which policy-makers wish to address.
 
Thus In thinking about the design of a computer-based agricultural
 
data system one must think about the scope of the data base (the kinds,
 
-periodicity, and geographical 
levels at which time series data Is to be
 
stored) and the computer software required for manipulating the data base
 
(e.g., updating the data, accessing by general users for a variety of
 
analyses, accessing data to Initialize the KASS model at any point In
 
time, aggregating data across commodities and regions, accessing through
 
a user-oriented conversational language, etc.).
 
Fiture work must include the design of the basic software required
 
to manage the dafa base and the storage of basic time series data at the
 
province-level at least 
In order to test the system. This work must be
 
coordinated with the activities of the Agricultural Statistics consultant
 
under KAPP.
 
Training Activities
 
Training activities which were supported under the contract or other
 
AID programs In support of the Korean field operation Included presentation
 
of agricultural systems analysis workshop for researchers and decision­
makers, formal training of two Koreans In the Development Analysis Study
 
Program at MSU, and informal on-the-job t-aining of counterparts.
 
3T.1
 
Workshop for Agricultural Systems Analysis "
 
During July and August the Agricultural Ecnonm0s-Research Instiut
 
In cooporation with Michigan State University Project staff, conducted a
 
Workshop for Agricultural System Analysis for researchers anddecision­
makers. The Researcher Workshop ran for five full days (30 July 3 August
 
1973). ,Most of.the twenty-nine participarts considered the workshop to be
 
a valuable contribution to their professional careers. The Decision-Maker
 
Workshop, which ran for four afternoons (6-9 August 1973), was attended by
 
thirty-one participants. Unfortunately, at the end of the second day the
 
Minister and Vice-Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries were suddenly
 
replaced and as a result the thirteen participants from the Ministry were
 
unable to attend the remaining two sessions.
 
The workshop presentations and the number of 'parttct.pants by 6rganiza­
tlion are-given inAppendix C. 
Academic Training
 
InOctober two Koreans went to Michigan State University to take part
 
inthe special non-degree Development Analysis Study Program on agricul­
tural sector simulation methodology. Mr. Dong Min Kim has been associated
 
with the KASS Project since its beginning at the National Agricultural
 
Economics Research Institute and will return to head the new Agricultural
 
Sector Analysis Division which has been set up at NAERI. Dr. Ho Tak Kim
 
is a faculty member of the College of Agriculture, Seoul National Univer­
sity, and will return to train students at the college In the system simu­
lation methodology. Several other Koreans continue their graduate
 
degree programs Inagricultural economics at MSU.
 
Informal Training
 
Mr. Olson, our field computer programmer from Michigan State Univer­
sity, continues to provide on-the-job training for three Korean programmers.
 
Each by now has completed a formal training course inFORTRAN programming
 
conducted by the Korea Irstitute of Science and Technology. The programmer­
trainees continue to learn about the Inner workings of the KASS model and
 
the computer operating systems at both the National Computer Center and
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Korea Institute' f-alenz',;nd Technology. One programmer was given the 
r4responslbl Ity,of designing 6nd programming the MAF Livestock Model des­
cribed earlier and did an excellent Job with the assignment.
 
-,....On-the-Job training of Korean counterparts continues, but this proba­
,.bly hasrbeen the least successful part of the training effort during the
 
past year. There are several reasons for this. 
 Approximately one-fourth
 
of the NAERI professional 
staff was away during the year for further aca­
demic training. 
Since,there was no appreciable reduction Inthe NAERI
 
work load, brush-fire work inthe form of special reports and quick trans­
lations have Interfered with the concentrated effort required by a counter­
part If he Is to master the skills that come with close interaction with
 
contract personnel. 
 Also, the people who are presently away receiving
 
further training are the people probably best suited to working closely
 
with the KASS contract personnel.
 
With respect to those who have returned to NAERI after completing
 
training and thus would be better suited to work with the KASS group, it
 
is necessary for the director to distribute them across the five divisions
 
Inorder to maintain an overall balance of capabilities In the organization
 
However, Inspite of these difficulties, some progress has been made.
 
Mr. Sang Won Lee worked very closely with Mr. Gibson for five months pre­
paring data series for the grain management model and gaining insights
 
into the overall design of the model. 
 He will be attending the 74-75
 
session of the Development Analysis Study Program and most 
likely will do
 
a special project on some aspects of the grain management model. Mr.
 
Chang Bok An and Mr. Young Suk Kim worked on the design and development
 
of the MAF Livestock Model under the guidance of Dr. Carroll. 
 Mr. An
 
will also be attending the 74-75 Development Analysis Study Program and

will continue work on developing a more sophisticated livestock model.
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Computer Operations In the Field
 
, Much effort during the past year was spent Improving our computer 
operations In the field. 
. 
Since the beginning of the project most of our computing has been
 
4. 
 done Inbatch mode on the Univac 1108 Computer located at the National
 
Computer Center in the Unified Government Building indowntown Seoul.
 
The programmers were 
located Inan office in the Unified Government Build-

Ing. 
 Computer service was "free" to government agencies; thus neither
 
our contract nor NAERI had to pay directly for computer service used by
 
the project. However, turnaround became slow, averaging only three to
 
four executions per week 
on any one line of work. By comparison, at
 
Michigan State University It ispossible to average at least two to three
 
executions per day in batch mode and more in interactive mode.
 
InOctober arrangements were made to begin using the CDC Cyber 70
 
Computer In batch mode at the Korea 
Institute of Science and Technology.
 
Project programmers were also allowed access to the remote batch termi­
nal 
located at the Korea Times Building about three blocks from the
 
programmers' office inthe Unified Government Building. 
Development work
 
on the KASS model 
was slowly shifted over to the KIST Computer.
 
From October to December, 1973, computer services at KIST were paid
 
.In dollars by the contract. Beginning inJanuary, 1974, computer services
 
,were paid inwon from the local AID Trust Fund Budget.
 
On March 12, 
1974, a Teletype Model 38 Terminal was Installed at
 
NAERI. 
 This brought remote interactive computer service directly into
 
NAERI. Arrangements were made by USAID/Korea with IBM Corporation
 
(Federal Systems Division) to lease an 
IBM 026 Keypunch on a temporary basis
 
until such time as NAERI could obtain Its own keypunch from IBM Korea, Inc.
 
The keypunch became operational April 10, 
1974. Shortly after Instal.lation
 
of the keypunch, the programmers' office was moved from the Unified
 
Government Building to NAERI.
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~ T~hese changes brought a considerable improvement in our computer oper­
iz;, atlons.. ,Turnaround at KIST has been a factor of about 10 faster than at 
NCC. As a result the controlling factor on productivity shifted from com­
puter to the programmer staff. 
The Improved computer operations were obtained only through considera­
fible administrative effort to make the arrangements and through programmer
 
,and professional input to convert programs from one computer to the other.
 
Although the costs were relatively high the long run viability of the
 
computer-project interface Isgreatly enhanced.
 
KASM 1.14 was the first part of the model 
to be made operational on
 
the KIST Computer. This was followed by the development work on the GMP
 
model and SEAPA component. The work on the RLP component continued at NCC
 
during deHaen's short-term visit InKorea during March 11-26, 1974, and
 
Bauersach's visit beginning May 25, 
1974. Because of the complexity of
 
programming itwas 
deemed best to get the Phase IIof RLP development work
 
operational at NCC before transferring it to KIST.
 
The plan for future computer operations Isto do most of the soft-ware
 
development work on the KIST computer as 
long as the contract maintains a
 
field operation in Korea. Moreover, it is planned that the computer pro­
grams also be made operational at NCC so ifadequate funds are not avalla­
ble in the NAERI budget to buy time at KIST, then NAERI 
can use the "free"
 
computer service at NCC for operational activities.
 
International Data Communication Link
 
During the past year the Field Project Leader also investigated the
 
feasibility of using the remote terminals located at NAERI and the project
 
offices at MSU for International data communication. The purpose of this
 
arrangement would be to speed the flow of 
Important communications between
 
project headquarters and the field operation. These communications might
 
relate to coordination of the project activities, requests for data and
 
help on thcoretical problems, source code for model components and updates,
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'
drafts of work plans and research papers for comment, computerroutputs
 
f'rom model runs, etc. The proposed scheme for linking the remote terminals
 
might eventually include the equipment shown in Figure 5.
 
A similar set-up, although much less elaborate, could be used by a.
 
task force preparing a sector analysis usIng the system simulation metho­
dology In a country without adequate computer facilities. Inthis case
 
there would be only a central computer center at which the software library
 
resided and was maintained by a central research staff. The central staff
 
would receive Instructions and data from the field via the International
 
data communication link, submit runs, and then send computer outputs back
 
to the field task force via the data communication link.
 
Investigation of the feasibility of an International data communica­
tion link revealed the following:
 
I.'Data communication at 100, 300, 1200, 2400 baud Istechnically
 
feasible now over the international voice-grade channels.
 
2. An International standard exists for the operation of 2400 baud
 
modems. There isno international standard for 100, 300, or 1200 
baud modems. The low-speed modems used by the AT&T Company in 
the United States cannot communicate with low-speed modems used 
by most other countries of the world. 
3. Member nations of the International Telecommunication Union last
 
year signed a convention allowing for 2400 baud data communica­
tion over international voice channels.
 
4. The tariffs agreed to between the United States and Korea do not
 
yet allow data communication at any speed over the voice channels
 
between the two countries. However, agreements between the U.S.
 
and some of the other LDC's would permit this mode of operation.
 
5. Between the U.S. and Korea Itmay be possible to use the U.S.
 
Department of Defense AUTOVON link as an interim measure until
 
such time as data communication becomes legal over the commercial
 
channels.
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i6. The economics of the new technology look very favorable.' At 2400
 
-'baud itwould be possible to send at least a 6000 word message
 
during a three-minute phone call for the same cost as a 50 word
 
cable.
 
:7. Implementing and testing the utility of International data commu­
nications Isworth pursuing as a project activity because of Its
 
Implications for improving the efficiency of International research
 
and possible applications by task force who wish to use computer
 
based analysis for evaluating strategies of agricultural develop­
ment countries without adequate computer facilities.
 
KASS Relations with Other Projects and Organizations
 
During the past year the KASS Project has maintained cooperative rela­
tions with the Korean Agricultural Planning Project (KAPP), the Korean
 
Development Institute (KDI), the Korean Institute of Science and Technology
 
(KIST), the Institute of Agricultural Sciences (IAS) at the Office of
 
Rural Development (ORD).
 
During the remainder of the contract period In Korea the KASS Project
 
through NAERI hopes to Increase Its cooperative relationships with the
 
Korea Advance Institute of Science (KAIS), with the AID-Loan Crop Improvement
 
Project, and with other projects and organizations concerned with agri­
cultural development inKorea.
 
A brief discussion of the nature of these relationships follows.
 
Korean Agricultural Planning Project (AID Grant)
 
The Korean Agricultural Planning Project (KAPP) Is a three-year con­
tract between the Republic of Korea Government and Michigan State Univer­
sity funded through a $703,042 AID Grant to the ROKG. The general objec­
tive of the KAPP Project is "to Increase the capdcity of the Minltry of
 
Agriculture and Fisheries and through them the government of the Republic
 
of Korea for sound planning, agricultural policy formulation, program
 
development, and project design and execution toward more rapid and effec­
tive development of the agricultural sector." The project staff Includes
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the following long-term personnel: (1) policy analyst (agricultural economist)
 
working with the Planning Coordinator's Office ln MAF, (2)an agriculture
 
outlook analyst (agricultural economist) working with the appropriate agency
 
inMAF, and 
(3)a program and project evaluation analyst (agricultural economist)
 
working initially with the Agricultural Development Corporation (ADC, the MAF
 
operational agency responsible for land and water development) and other
 
agencies as appropriate. Provision has also been recently added for a one-year
 
agricultural statistician to work with the MAF Statistics Bureau on the 
improve­
ment of the present statistics collection and data processing now being done
 
inMAF and on the development of a comprehensive statistics and data system.
 
Michigan State University agreed to undertake the KAPP Project with
 
the understanding that there would be close cooperation between the KAPP
 
Project and an on-going KASS Project. KAPP Project personnel would help
 
Introduce the use of the KASS models into the decision-making structure
 
of MAF and help identify areas where the e;:i.;ting KASS models could be
 
Improved inorder to be responsive to the needs of decision-makers. The
 
KASS Project would be responsible for extending and improving the models.
 
The scope of work for the KAPP Project may be found InAppendix D.
 
Korea Development Institute (KDI)
 
The Korea Development Institute was established In 1972 as a semi­
autonomous research institute to conduct policy-oriented research on
 
strategies of economic development for the Economic Planning Board.
 
KASS personnel, particularly Mr. Gibson, have consulted with Dr.
 
Pal-Young Moon, Senior Fellow In agricultural economics at KDI, about hln
 
econometric analysis of grain prices.
 
Further contact with KDI Is expected during the next year as the 
KASS begins development of a dynamic input-output model to provide the 
linkage of the KASS model with the rest of the Korean economy. It Is 
hoped that a mutually cooperative arrangement can he worked out with KDI 
In the offort to work out the set of national guldellnes which will be 
the lr;I,. for [ho (oi(rth Vlve Yeor Plan. 
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Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST)
 
During the past year KASS Project personnel have established very
 
good relations with Dr. KI-Soo Sung, Dr. Yong-Teh Lee, and the staff of
 
the Computer Center at the Korea Institute of Science and Technology
 
(KIST). They have been most helpful in arranging for batch service and
 
Interactive service and have maintained an active interest in implement-

Ing the data communication proposal described earlier. Discussions have
 
been held on identifying KIST personnel who could serve as programmers
 
on the KASS Project and who might go on for further training in agricul­
tural systems science. Both Dr. Sung and Dr. Lee are actively interested
 
In the substantive content of the KASS Project, not just the KASS Project
 
as a paying customer for computer services at KIST.
 
ORD Institute of Agricultural Sciences
 
During the past year contact has been made with the ORD Institute of
 
Agricultural Sciences (IAS) through cooperation with Mr. Thomas Day, the
 
FAO Soil Survey and Fertility Advisor and Mr. E. Boswlnkle, advisor on
 
the statistical analysis of yield response trial data. IAS has a new
 
director, Dr. Ree, Jung Haeng, who has expressed interest in the KASS
 
Project and a desire for closer cooperation with NAERI in the economic
 
analysis of IAS-gathered data.
 
Korea Advanced Institute of Science (KAIS)
 
The Korea Advanced Institute of Science (KAIS) was established In
 
1972 as a graduate school to give advance degrees (Master's and Ph.D's)
 
In various scientific fields Including industrial engineering and computer
 
science. KASS personnel have been in contact with Dr. Chan-Mo Park of
 
the Computer Science Department and Dr. Lee of the Industrial Engineering
 
Department about the possible means of collaboration between KAIS and
 
NAERI.
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One'means of co 
(llaborationwould be an'arrangement 

whereby one or more
Students, hghiy qualified In technical areas, could work with KASS
..
,,personnel'on 
a 
practical problem application.
could lead to a 
 Ideally this arrangement
 
for KAIS 
isan 

master's thesis for the KAIS student, further experience
Important soclo-economlc 

area, progress on KASS work, and
development of persons with systems expertise who might be able to contrl­bute to further NAERI work Inthe systems-simulatlon 

area. 
However, such
an arrangement probably would succeed only If:
 
a) All persons engaged In the interdisciplinary
Sufficiently broad to be able to communicate and Interact effectively
 
project work were
 
nary specialists 

(many of these kinds of efforts have failed Inthe past because discipil­were thrown Into a complex multi-disciplinary 

area before they were ready for It). 
problem
 
b) Experienced KASS systems people Invest an appreciable amount of
tlme to provide guidance and direction.
 
A second proposed arrangement would be to send one or more KAIS Indus­
trial Engineering students to MSU to participate In the one-year Development
Analysis Study Program. 
 The students would take appropriate 
course work
 
and write a master's thesis as part of the program. 
Both alternatives 
are
being explored.
 
ORD CroImrovementProect (AID Loan)
 
The U.S. Agency for International Development has recently made a
 
$5,000,000 loan to support funding for a five-year crop Improvement project
at the Office of Rural Development (ORD) beginning In 1974.
International scientists will be 
 Seventeen
 InKorea for varying lengths of time to
 conduct Intensive varietal research programs Inthe genetic Improvement
of rice, barley, wheat, soybeans, and potatoes.
 
The project also provides for establishinga Crop, , stemiTeam. 
This team wilIcaqrry(,outi.reteartfh-tW Vih~ an71g51I
 
T , . t r- . 'r%)" 7!,-1
0atureto se  what, comb i naions o'cPopscan be grown. der. experimenta I 
c6aitfons and underjfarm conditron' and what he costandreturns are 
t'6"1der various, farm proppingtYstems'; ard what costs, rurns.and produc­
ztlon cou1d be unde, different hypothetlcai cost and.price,structures. 
The KASS Team should cooperate witn the Cropping System,.Team in order
 
to speed the analysis of,,the 'impact -6f proposed cropping systems on overall
 
agricultural productivity. ;As the KASS effort expands.its. data base from 
-the' national level_ down to thepro)ince and county levels,.the KASS model
 
"'IlI also be in
a poltlon-to make recommendations on land allocation to
 
new cropping systems under expected cost/price structures.
 
" 
 A paper on the use of PERT In project Implementation included in
our
 
contractual obligations will 
use this project as a demonstrotion of the use 
of the PERT technique. Hopefully the result will be useful to the direc'tdr 
ofthe Crop Improvement Project., 
IV,- FIELD OpERATIPNS IN.NIGERIA
 
In,the year ehding 30 June 1974, the main simulation work on the Nigerian
 
.ocQnomy was done by Felix Nweke. Mr. Nweke's graduate stipend was paid under
 
MSU's 211d grant; however, considerable assistance was rendered to Felix Nweke
 
by,members of the Simulation Project supported by AID/csd-2975.
 
As a result of the Nigerian Development Seminar held in 1971, Nigerian
 
graduate students at MSU became interested inboth the fishery and forestry
 
sectors of the Nigerian economy. Felix Nweke decided to attempt a major effort
 
at modeling the Nigerian forestry sector. To this end he spent considerable
 
time developing a rough model outline of the Nigerian forestry sector includ­
ing processing and the utilization of round and ,awn lumber and plywood. He
 
was given substantial technical assistance inmodeling by members of the
 
AID/csd-2975 team and by such 2975 consultants as Dr. Dupe Olatunbosun, then
 
a visiting professor at the University of Michigan and now acting director
 
of Nigerian Institute of Social and Economic Research.
 
After the rough outline of the overall forestry ;ector had been developed,
 
Itwas decided that Nweke should confine his modeling efforts to the domestic
 
demand for round, sawn and plywood. Arrangements were made for Nweke to work
 
incooperation with Mr. Oseni, Director of the Federal Department of Forestry
 
inthe Federal Ministry of Natural Resources inthe 1975 fiscal year. At the
 
close of the project year, Itwas anticipated that Nweke would go to Nigeria
 
to work cooperatively with Mr. Oseni and that appropriate conferences involving
 
AID/csd-2975 personnel and Nigerian personnel would be held as appropriate. It
 
isanticipated that Mr. Nweke will return to MSU with the data which he collects
 
to complete modeling of his part of the Nigerian forestry industry.
 
The subcontract with the University of Ibadan covering the kola nut
 
industry, research being done by agricultural economics M.S. candidalo, Cyril
 
Aja, continues until 30 September 1974. Cyril Aja expects to complete his
 
research on the kola nut industry by that date. We expect preliminary
 
results of that research by early November.
 
V. CAPU ACTIVITIES; AND RESEARCH'
 
.Severaltproject personnel contributed to projeci objectlves through
 
varlous activities on campus. Alvaro Posada completed his Ph.D. disserta­
tlon research on a simulation of the Colombian beef cattle industry. He focused
 
on the Atlantic Coast of Northern Colombia as the most Important of Colombia's
 
five beef producing regions and developed a model inwhich four alternatives
 
to traditional production could be considered, and Inwhich the system would
 
respond to various policy stimuli such as disease control, taxing policies,
 
development credit policies, government production campaign promotion, and
 
cattle pricing and export policies. A more complete abstract of this work can
 
be found InAppendix F.
 
Jeung Han Lee isnearing completion of his Ph.D. dlssertatfon research
 
on projections of product supply and factor demand under structural change
 
'for Korean agriculture. The primary purpose of this study Isto contribute
 
to thc model of the production system In Korean agriculture as a component of
 
the MSU/KASS model. Since the acreage response system isalready built, this
 
study concentrates on modeling the yield response and factor demand of the
 
various crops inthe KASS iodel for the three regions. Emphasis of the
 
study isto explain how the public policies, programs and projects concerned
 
with technological, institutional, and human change will affect yield response.
 
The results of this model Interms of yield response and other outcomes will
 
be fed Into the agricultural resource allocation component (RLP) of the KASS
 
model.
 
Marc Buchner Isalso nearing completion of his dissertation research
 
with the project. The purpose of his research Is to develop and construct
 
an optimization component that will efficiently assist insolving parameter
 
estimation and policy decision problems incomplex simulation models. The
 
approach used isto have a crude pattern recognition capability, numerical
 
optimization methods, and human Interaction ina computer program that will
 
provide the user with a procedure to study modal behavior and maximize or
 
minimize various objectlvwfunctions Ith respect to posslbly constrained
 
variable sets. An Investigation of;-he suitability of different optimization

methods for Inclusion Inthe component led to a decision to use a two-level
 
search strategy. 
 These two methods are the Complex and the Powell's algorithms.

The complex method Isefficient for searching far from an optimum while the
 
Powell's method isefficient for searches close to an optimum. 
The completion

and integration of this research Into our Korean models and the software
 
library will greatly enhance the capability of these models to provide annlytical
 
Inputs to decision makers.
 
Dr. Ho Tak Kim developed as his special project for the Development
 
Analysis Study Program a model depicting the broad Interrelationships between
 
the variables of income distribution, savings, effective demand and economic
 
growth 
inthe Korean economy. The model allows examinatlon of the impact and
 
consequences of alternative policy measures for the redistribution of income
 
on economic growth and other related variables. The model ispresently operable

and a paper isavailable which will 
become a KASS Special Report. Dr. Kim
 
plans to refine and integrate this component into the KASS model system upon
 
his return to Korea.
 
Dong Min Kim Isdeveloping, as a special project for the Development
 
Analysis Study Program, a micro-farm simulaor adapted to the Korean situation
 
which may be run inan Interactive mode from a teleprinter devise. 
The study

Isan attempt to develop a computerized simulation model 
to Investigate the
 
problem areas 
inexploiting the alternative possibilities of food production
 
at the farm level in Korea. Inthe long run this individual farm model may
become an integral compont,*i 
of the larger KASS model but immediate plans are
 
for Itto be Independently designed so itcan be used as a research and educa­
tional devise in Its own right. 
 It Is likely that this work will also be
 
published as a KASS Special Report.
 
VI. -'THE DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS STUDY PROGRAMW
 
Purpose
 
In recent years the judicious use of quantitative methods has proven
 
useful'in arriving at better planning and management declslons In develop­
ing countries. The purpose of this study program isto develop professional
 
capacity needed to effectively apply modern quantitative methods to the
 
problems of project, program, and policy formulation and Implementation
 
in developing countries. The program is designed for professionals working
 
in various areas related to developmental planning and emphasizes basic
 
methodology, theory, and techniques; practical experience in developing and
 
maintaining decision-making models; and the use of models in developmental
 
diclsiuii-makinj processes. Due to the nature of past experience of the study
 
program staff, heavy initial emphasis is given to applications of the approach
 
to problems of agricultural and rural development. Another goal of the
 
program, however, is to extend applications into other areas such as educa­
tion, nutrition and health planning and management. Thus limited numbers
 
of participants can be accepted with interests in such 
areas.
 
Overall Description of the Stody Program
 
'Due to the diversity of disciplines and functions necessary in the
 
application of the systems analysis approach (or any approach) to the
 
-formulation and implementation of projects, programs and policies for develop­
ment, several types of study programs are needed to produce required personnel.
 
The Development Analysis Study Program proposes three distinct subprograms
 
which can be used singly or In combination to produce a range of capabilities.
 
These are the Basic Study Program primarily for analysts and model builders,
 
an Orientation Study Program for decision makers, administrators, and others
 
who need a broad understanding of the systems analysis approach and Its applica­
tion in decision making, and a Computer Programmer Study Program for personnel
 
needed to process data and program and operate models.
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The Basic Study Program
 
(For Analysts and Model Builders)
 
"-..The 
Basic Study Program Is designed for professionals who'have at least
 
a bachelor's degree in an appropriate field such as agricultural economics,
 
engineering, economics, mathematics or statistics. 
 It can be used as a part
 
of a regular master's or doctoral program in an area such as System Science
 
or Agricultural Economics or'It can stand alone as a one-year diploma program.
 
The former option is recommended as a norm but the latter option is available
 
for participants who cannot remain away from their professional positions for
 
more than one year.
 
Content of the Basic Study Program
 
The Basic Study Program includes formal 
course work in systems methodology,
 
system theory, simulation methods, optimization methods, computer-based deci­
sion analyses, and computer science. 
Where needed, It also includes formal
 
course work in essential related areas such as economics, areas of technical
 
agriculture, public administration, sociology, etc. Regular university
 
courses are reinforced by special seminars and tutorials. 
 The Basic Study
 
Program also includes intensive practical experience in the development of
 
decision-making models. 
The last six months of this one-year program are
 
largely devoted to a model 
development project In the pnrticipant's area of
 
interest. 
 This work is carried out in close interaction with experienced
 
members of the study program staff.
 
The following courses are considered as an essential technical core for
 
the Basic Study Program (:ourse numbers are those at Michigan State University):
 
Basic Computer Science (CPS 120 and/or 300) 
Mathematics (Theory of Matrices--MTH 334) 
3-6 hours 
4 hours 
System Science 
Linear System Theory (SYS 810) 
Sy!ermn Mothodology and Simulation (SYS 81,, 
3 hours 
3 hours 
Sy.. IriI'o,1ju!:t (!,Y'; 813 or (oquivalonI thot&i 
Advncod !,ytt m!; Methodology and Simulation 
(SYS 8xx to be developed) 
wor'k)' ,12 hoir. 
3 hours 
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Mathematical Programming
 
EC 833 or SYS 465 or SYS 82E 

.3:hours
 
Econometrics (AEC 835) 

•ours
 
Computer Models inAgricultural Sector Analysisr-_..
 
with Computer Laboratory (AEC 8xx) 
 3 hours
 
TOTAL HOURS 
 34-40 hours
 
The technical core therefore includes about 37 quarter hours of work.
 
rhis Includes Intensive practical project and laboratory work as well as formal
 
course work. A qualified participant can complete this core plus some
 
"broadening" work and/or electives Ina period of one year.
 
A possible time schedule for this program, based on one full year, _is
 
as follows:
 
Fall Winter Spring Sumer
 
SYS 810 (3) SYS 811 (3) 
 SYS 813 (5) (Proj.) SYS 813 (7) (Proj.)
CPS 120 (3) AEC 8xx (3) SYS 8xx (3) AEC 835 (3)

MTH 334 (4) CPS 300 (3) AEC 833 (3)
 
10 credits 9 credits 11 credits 10 credits
 
Normally there would be room 
Inthis program for "broadening"-electives'
 
Prerequisites for the Basic Study Program
 
Participants are carefully selected on the basis of the following
 
criteria:
 
a. Formal training and experience ina relevant discipline-­
agricultural economics, engineering, an area of technical
 
agriculture, mathematics, statistics, etc.
 
b. A "flair" for quanti+ative methods and solid preparation In
 
basic mathematics and statistics which Includes:'
 
I. College Mathematics through differential and Integral
 
calculus (at least one year)
 
II. A course In probability theory preferably based on the
 
calculus
 
ICandidates essenti.ally qualified but weak In specific quantitative
 
areas could remove deficlencles Ina number of ways including spending
 
additional time at M.S.U.
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'i1iIi 	 One or more courses in statistics--preferably Including
 
regression analysis
 
c.,,,Participants should be appropriately located inthe institu­
tional structure of a country that Is seriously Interested in
 
the use of models as aids inpolicy, program and project analysis.
 
d. There should be high probability that individual participants

will be actively Involved inanalysis, research, teaching or
 
other work related to problems of agricultural sector analysis
 
for a considerable period of time upon return to their home
 
countries.
 
e. Adequate facility with the English language.
 
f. Adequate "infrastructure" Inparticipating countries (computers,
 
programmers, data acquisition, etc.).
 
Status of the Basic Study Program
 
A "pilot" version of this study program began Inthe fall of 1973
 
with 10 participants (three of these full-time) from Korea, Nigeria, Ghana,
 
Sweden and the U. S. If funding for the training program isforthcoming, a
 
regular class will begin in September 1974.
 
The Orientation Study Program
 
(For decision makers, administrators)
 
The purpose of the Orientation Study Program Isto provide decision
 
makers, administrators and others with a basic understanding of the systems
 
approach to planning and management and the use of quantitative models In
 
decision making. The program isdesigned to be useful for decision makers
 
and administrators who need or will need to converse wi'h and understand
 
staff analysts as quantitative techniques are applied to the management
 
issues they face. The Orientation Study Program isalso designed for others
 
who need a broad understanding of this area. This program, of two-week
 
duration,- includes formal Instruction Insystems methodology and the
 
capabilirles and limitations of quantitative methods such as linear programming,
 
simulation models, econometric models and critical path analysis. Laboratory
 
- hr1! tr, i i Ij pro(lrrm w(olid rorm IIy bto hrol d alIMIJlt.I, i. '11,. 11 
Inivor ly th ij,11i in ', I. c,,w,'o;',Ion!, miiy bo Ihr,,.I.olI1 ,c~l,odiflod
Aftondoes com In, to M. . IJ. from abr omd shou Id a I low adoqufitodd Ilona I 
time for "jot shock" adjustment. 
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sessions will be directed at exploring the use of an interactivelapproach
 
to decision making involving quantitative models. The Orientat-ion Study
 
Program can be offered on a pilot basis during the 1974-75 academic year.
 
Facility with the English language is required.
 
The Programmer's Study Program
 
(For computer programmers)
 
The Programmer's Study Program isa variable duration program designed
 
to produce computer programmers who can effectively program, maintain and
 
operate decision-making models. The program Includes formal training in
 
computer programming and necessary related areas such as mathematics, statistics,
 
and economics. The program also includes intensive practical experience In
 
programming and operating simulation, linear programming and other models as
 
appropriate. Depending upon the background and preparation of participants,
 
the program will Involve 3-12 months inresidence at Michigan State University.
 
This program could be offered on a pilot basis during the 1974-75 academic
 
year. Normally a bachelor's degree inan appropriate area such as mathematics
 
or statistics Isdesirable but appropriate experience may substitute for formal
 
education Inparticular Instances. Facility with the English language Is
 
required.
 
Financial Arrangements
 
Expenses for participant travel, tuition, and maintenance at Michigan
 
State University are borne by participants or their sponscring agencies.
 
Training Activities During Report Period
 
The training program as currently conceived and operated Isdescribed
 
Inthe above. The so-called Basic Study Program was operated for the first
 
time during the 1973-74 academic year. This program offered foreign professionals
 
with advanced degrees inagricultural economics an intensive one-year
 
experience inthe theory and application of systems analysis and simulation
 
to problems relating to agricultural sector development. Italso offered
 
Ph.D. candidates (mainly Koreans InAgricultural Economics at MSU) more
 
Intensive work in systems and simulation than they would normally have received
 
intheir regular academic program. In several cases this experience contributed
 
directly to the ability of these doctoral students to do thesis work based on
 
systems analysis and simulation.
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m; iThe-followIng'parsons partlcpated Inthe 1973-74 Basic Study Program:
 
Person Status 
Kim, Dong Min Section chief of NAERI- incharge 
of sector analysis and simulation 
Kim, Ho Tak Post doctoral fellow 
Assistant Professor of Agricultural 
Economics, Seoul National University 
,LeeoJeung Han., Ph.D. candidate inAgricultural 
Economics (Korea) 
Yoo, Jong Tak1', ... 1E Ph.D. candidate in Agriculturalc o n o m i c s (Ko r e a ) 
Ltej;Seong Woo Ph.D. candidate in Agricultural 
t .. Economics (Korea) 
Bo Andersson Ph.D. candidate in Agricultural
 
Economics (Sweden)
 
Rhee, SeungYuer Ph.D. candidate in Economics (Korea)
 
Felix Nweke Ph.D. candidate inAgricultural
 
Economics (Nigeria)
 
Atta Konada" Ph.D. candidate inAgricultural
 
Economics (Ghana)
 
During this year a number of elements of the training program werp
 
daveloped. These Included:
 
1. A two-ter, seminar to parallel basic courses participants
 
take inSystem Science. (The seminar reinforced this basic
 
material and provided more examples directly related to
 
rural development.)
 
2. A pilot version of a graduate course in simulation-based policy
 
analysis.
 
3. A pilot version of a course Inadvanced systems methodology and
 
simulation. (This course was designed specifically for the needs
 
of students developing large scale simulation models such as those
 
encountered indevelopmental planning.)
 
4. 	Development of new teaching materials related to 2) and 3)
 
(see bibliography).
 
.. atllonal Agricul tural conomlcs Rosearch Insfllute, Seoul, Koroa 
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-,The tralnlng program also'offeeed 'participants consultIng services 11n computer
 
science and system science to aid In assimilating basic material and in
 
acquiring necessary skills.
 
Two participants completed the one year Basic Study Program and completed
 
model development projects relating to problems of Korean rural development.
 
Kim, Ho Tak developed a simulation model to explore the Impacts of income
 
distribution within the rural and urban sectors upon macroeconomic growth.
 
Kim, Dong Min developed an interactive farm simulator that permits users to
 
explore Issues In farm management and the Impacts of certain public policies
 
upon farmer responses. The training program supported both these projects
 
with computer programming assistance and consulting inmodel development.
 
The expected enrollment Inthe 1974-75 Basic Study Program iseight
 
Including three Koreans from the staff of NAERI, 
two scientists from the
 
International Rice Research Institute (Philippines), one staff member from
 
Agricultural Economics at M.S.U. and two Ph.D. candidates InAgricultural
 
Economics (one a Korean and the other an American research assistant with
 
the Agricultural Sector Analysis and Simulation Projects).
 
During the year a study was conducted to determine appropriate selection
 
criteria for the Basic Study Program given that the objective of the program
 
Isto produce individuals who will be able to make useful contributions to
 
their country's development over a period of years. Results of this study
 
are reported In"Candidate Selection Procedures: Multi-National Program
 
of Study in Systems Analysis for Developmental Planning" by William A. Mehrens
 
and Stephen M. Downing, Michigan Stdte University, 16 April 1974.
 
V,/!p .SOFTWARE LIBRARY 
Background
 
Under contracts AID/csd-1557 and this contract, inNigeria and In,
 
Korea, the project team has developed and applied the generalized system
 
simulation approach to agricultural development analysis and policy
 
making. As part of that effort, a number of models have been built,
 
assembled and computerized. These include, for example, models of
 
production and processing processes; demand and consumption demographic
 
processes as applied to human, cattle and tree populations; commodity,
 
reglonal and national accounting; resource allocation decisions; and
 
the diffusion of Innovations.
 
It has become clear that these and other processes are of general
 
Interest inthe developing (and developed) world and that generalized
 
models of them could be built and then adapted and assembled in variou,
 
configurations to help analyze particular problems In particular countries.
 
This model structure iscapital stock which should be preserved for rein­
vestment elsewhere where required. The use of a software library of such
 
generalized models can greatly reduce the cost of conducting agricultural
 
sector, subsector, policy, program and project analyses by: 
(I) facili­
tatlIng application of the computerized system simulation approach incor­
porating a broad range of quantitative analytical techniques--o.q., LP
 
models, econometric models, PERT models, state space models, etc.--to
 
the analyses (the approach was shown to be a cost-saver incomparing the
 
KASS and CSNRD experiences); and (2)greatly reducing the likelihood of
 
one team of workers, addressing a particular problem ina particular
 
country, going through the process of developing models which may or could
 
be virtually Identical to models already developed or being developed by
 
another team Inanother place. For such a library to be effective, its
 
prime concerns must include complete and clear documentation 6f each of
 
Its models and programming the models ina language which Isacceptable
 
to a wide range of computer models and S17es.
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With this rationale, th rntiato of development of such a software
 
library--CLASS, the Computer Library for Agricultural Systems Simulation-­
was 	written Into the first phase of this contract, and a Simulation
 
Library Working Conference was held inMarch 1973 with representatives from
 
national and International development assistance agencies, LDC's and rele­
vant disciplines to get some idea of the potential demand for such a
 
library and of how best to gD about organizing it. The conferees concluded,
 
.
briefly, that:-

I) there isclearly a need for developing analytical capacity, par­
ticularly In LDC's for policy and ot~ier decision making In deve­
lopment planning;
 
2) 	CLASS can contribute to the satisfaction of that need;
 
3) the library should be open to any analytical techniques which
 
prove themselves useful;
 
4) 	a passive clearinghouse would not be sufficient, but rather com­
plementary Inputs, particularly expertise, need to be actively
 
provided to successfully Implement library components; and
 
5) such expertise is a major limiting resource and, therefore, train­
ing Isa high priority, complementary activity.
 
With this background, the library and Its scope have been deflned'as
 
follows:
 
The Computer Library for Agricultural Systems Simulation'(CLASS) is
 
viewed as a unit which acquires, catalogs, maintains and distributes compu­
ter programs and associated documentation. These computer programs are of
 
generalized simulation models and routines designed specifically for the
 
analysis of agricultural development problems and processes. In particular,

the library sets standards of admissibility for programs and documentation;

catalogs and indexes programs and documentation so as to facilitate their
 
retrieval by users seeking a set of programs to be used Ina specific prob­
lem 	analysis; and dIstr!butes programs and documentation to users.
 
To enhance the effectiveness of the library, its functions also Include
 
Identifying and soliciting needed models; actively bringing programs and
 documenratlon up to the library's standards; and providing llm!'fd consul­
tation in Identifying and Implementing appropriate library programs for a
 
2/"Summary of the Simulation Library Working Conference, March 29-30,
 
1973" by Michel Petit.
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particular application. A subsidiary function of the library In conjunc­
tion with the identification and solicitation of models Is to survey and

catalog ongoing research In agricultural systems modeling and simulation.
 
It is essential that CLASS remain closely associated with, If not a
 part of, one or more organizations charged with model development, research
 
and analysis applications, and training. In the short run 
these broader
 
functions will 
be carried out in fulfilling MSU's obligations under its
 
AID contract, AID/csd-2975. In the long run, however, as the library

expands and acquires applications experience, it will be desirable, even
 
necessary, that it
move from MSLI to, or to some association with, one or
 
more national or international development assin-ic'nc ,],ncfcs.
 
Component Generality
 
In the terminology of the library, the word "component" refers to
 
the unit maintained and distributed by the library, much as a book Is the
 
unit of a book library. CLASS stocks two kinds of components: utility
 
routines and models of socioeconomic processes. 
When a set of such models
 
and routines are 
linked together, they become, In systems terminology, sub­
models or components of a larger system model, e.g., the KASS model or the
 
Nigerian simulation model.
 
Utility routines Include programs of mathematical operations and algo­
rithms which have been found to be useful In simulation models. Examples
 
Include discrete and continuous time delays, table functions, LP algorithms,
 
gradient search techniques, PERT routines, matrix Inversion routines, and
 
the like. The general applicability of such utility routines is obvious,
 
and no further discussion is necessary here.
 
Models of socioeconomic processes may be general 
In two dimensions.
 
First, a model 
can be generalized across applications. For example, a
 
demographic model may be applicable to human, tree, livestock or capital
 
equipment populations; or a processing model may be suitable for the pro­
cessing of cocoa, oil palm products, rubber or tabacco (as In the Nigerian
 
simulation model). 
 The other dimension of model generality Is with respect
 
to geographic and problem areas. 
 For Instance, a population model, a
 
demand model or a production model may be applicable to analyses of food
 
production problems In Tanzania, cattle industry problems In Venezuela or
 
Colombia, or agricultural sector problems In Nigeria or Korea.
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-
itis difficult to measure the generality or generalizabllity of'a 

model. We can say with confidence that complete generality--a model which
 
isall things to all people--is not only impossible but nonsense. We may
 
also assert that extreme generality--less than complete--is undesirable for
 
reasons of model development and application efficiency; likewise, extreme
 
specificity would be inefficient from the point of view of the library's
 
stocking and maintenance of a component with very limited demand potential.
 
The implication Isthat the library must aini for a middle ground and,
 
hence, a set of models for each process (including different levels of
 
aggregation) so that within the set can be found a model which meets the
 
requirements of a given application. Of particular relevance for the kinds
 
of models to be included InCLASS isthe fact that, as models become larger
 
and more problem-oriented they of necessity lose generality. Thus, there
 
will be trade offs to consider.
 
Component Standards
 
For CLASS to be of service to, and thereby attract, users, library
 
components must maintain standards inthree areas. First components must:
 
I)meet the test of generality as discussed above; 2) be theoretically
 
and empirically valid, realizing, of course, the limitations of the body
 
of social and economic theory upon which the models must be based; and 3)
 
be mathematically sound, I.e., as to the use of techniques, algorithms
 
and logic.
 
Perhaps the most crucial aspect of a component from the point of view
 
of user access Is Its documentation. It is primarily through the documenta­
tIon that the scope, assumptlens, limitations and applications of a compo­
nent will be communicated to the users. Therefore, strict documentation
 
standards are maintained which specify topics to be discussed (e.g., ration­
ale for ihe model, mathemat'cal description, sample run) and call for readi­
bIlIty. thoroughness, and the citation of relevant references. Included
 
also Isdocumentation of the component's computer program to enable a pro­
grammer to Implement Itat the local Installation.
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Finally, the computer program itself is:expected to meet a set of
 
'standards, ;A basic requirement is that programs be in the FORTRAN language
 
so that they may bo compatible with as wide a range of FORTRAN compilers as
 
"possible on a variety of computers around the world. In addition, recogni­
zing the role of the program Itself as a vehicle of communication with the
 
user, clarity and readability are also important criteria. Computational
 
efficiency is also a factor, particularly if library components are to be
 
Implemented on small computers, and this then means that trade offs must
 
be made with the compatibility and readability considerations.
 
Simulation Language
 
To facilitate user access to models constructed from library compo­
nents, CLASS Is developing a FORTRAN-based simulation language. The lan­
guage is conversational and Interactive and allows the policy analyst to
 
sit down at a computer terminal and enter parameter values to "tell" the
 
model what he wants to do with It and how he wants output displayed--without
 
the need of programming skills. For example, he can specify whether he
 
wants to perform a policy experiment or sensitivity tests; If a policy
 
experiment, what policy combinations and levels (e.g., budget levels, tax
 
rates, etc.); what endogenous variables to display at what intervals and
 
In what format (e.g., graphs, histograms, tables, etc.); and the time
 
period to simulate and whether he wants to Interact and possibly change
 
pollcles In the coirse of simulation or to see results only at the end.
 
A second phase of the simulation language development will focus on
 
facilitating the job of the model builder/programmer In linking up library
 
components into the particular configuration desired as a model for the
 
specific application at hand.
 
Field and Training Links
 
Aside from actual use of the library and Its services, there are Impor­
tant two-way links between the CLASS activity and the field applications
 
(i.e., Korea) and training program activities of the total agricultural
 
simulation project.
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Thbefieldand training activities feed into CLASS by:
 
1,l)Identifying needed components as a result of field experlence,and
 
training rquirements;
 
2) testing library components In actual field and training applications;
 
3). 	building models which could be generalized and otherwise adapted
 
to serve as CLASS components;
 
4) 	testing, and thereby demonstrating the strengths and weaknesses
 
of, the simulation language under actual field and training con­
ditions; and
 
5) 	Identifying useful output formats and testing output-generating
 
routines in field and training applications.
 
Likewise CLASS services the field applications and training program by:
 
I) 	supplying components to serve a teaching and training function;
 
2) 	supplying the field with models and routines either not yet In
 
place or in need of replacement;
 
3) providing and maintaining the simulation language system to faci­
litate non-programmer interaction with the models;
 
4) providing and maintaining output-generating routines; and
 
5) 	making the KASS and other field experiences (models, etc.) readily
 
available to other agricultural development researchers, analysts,
 
advisors and consultants in the field. This last contribution
 
relates particularly to the Simulation Library Working Conference's
 
viewing CLASS as a means of conserving, utilizing and disseminating
 
the capital (i.e., models and expertise) created under AID/csd-1557
 
and the first phase of this contract.
 
CLASS Advisory Bcards 
In view of the fact that the library's objective is to provide a ser­
vice--and a rather unique and novel one at that for the agricultural develop­
ment field--it Is considered essential that potential users and other exper­
ienced professionals have an Input Into its development and oper;.ilonallzation. 
Formally, this input will be ,hanneled through technical and policy advisory
 
boards whose functions, in general, will be to review, evaluate, advise and
 
recommend.
 
The specific charge given the Policy Advisory Board (the Technical
 
Advisory Board will be defined at a later date once the Policy Advisory,
 
Board has specified Its parameters) will be to:
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l)-Evaluate the quality and coverage of library components, and
 
recommend where existing components should be revised and where.
 
further modeling Is needed. Cover-age here refers both to the
 
modeling of subject matter areas (i.e., socioeconomic processes)

and to the incorporation of various analytical techniques, e.g.,

cost-benefit analysis models, PERT models, oplImizing models
 (linear programminq or otherwise), linear-In-the-parameters simul­
taneous equations systems, stochastic process models, Input-output
 
models, etc.
 
2) Review and evaluate the library's scope and operations as to the
 
level of usage and effectiveness of Its components and services,

and recommend modiflcatio:is of services and operating procedures
 
as necessary for improvement.
 
3) Recommend and evaluate alternative means of disseminating Infor­
mation to users and potentia! users of CLASS components and serviceE
 
4) Based on the performance of CLASS during the period of this con­
tract, consider and advise on the library's ultimate geographic
 
and Institutional location and means of financial support.
 
The Ultimate CLASS
 
The last function of the Policy Advisory Board discussed above arose
 
out of discussions at the Simulation Library Working Conference concerning
 
the ultimate nature of such a library. Itwas generally recognized that
 
Itwould be neither appropriate nor efficient for an operation such as CLASS,
 
orice it has been established and has become a regular "business," so to
 
speak, to be located at any university. Rather, its proper place will be
 
within a national or, preferably, international agency charged with per­
forming--and developing indlgenous capacity to perform--the analysis
 
necessary for development plannirg and policy making.
 
CLASS Activities During Report Period
 
Th, Computer Library for Agricultural Systems Simu.ation (CLASS) pro­
gressed on four fronts during the reporting period: organizational design,
 
component development, language development and policy advisory board.
 
On organizational design, refer to a paper by Dennis Pervis-L
/ out­
lining a functional and administrative organization for CLASS and procedures
 
-/"Funclions, Procedures and Organization of CLASS," April 8,,1974, by 
Denn is Flo rv is. . !,1 ,- .. .. 
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for umrnlionnt,acquIItiorfnnnd dovelopmont... In :iddltion,.he tLASS 1Siandard 
Kintii I doflrS sndrdsfrcompononts for documntlotins'rlo f r cnpurter 
programs. 
Component development concentrated initially on utility routines for
 
two reasons. First, such routines are often necessary components of other
 
models and, secondly, they served as prototypes to test, evaluate and
 
revise the library stancards and procedures. Six distributed delay routines
 
and four table look-up routines were defined and are now Inthe final
 
stages of review and documentation. Inaddition, a routine for commodity
 
and regional accounting was defined and Is In the programming and testing
 
stage.
 
Development of process models began with two demographic models which,
 
given age-sex-specific birth, death and migration rates, simulate the
 
cohort survival process. One model has fixed age cohorts, and the other has
 
distributed delay age cohorts. These models are Inthe review stage of
 
development. Table 1 indicates the stage of development of library mater­
ials In process. Effort Isconcentrating toward the "critical mass"
 
recommended by the Policy Advisory Board.
 
Design and Implementation of the simulation analysis language was
 
Initiated and has progressed well. A preliminary design was Implemented
 
for demonstration purposes at the CLASS Policy Advisory Board meeting in
 
May 1974 (see below). Based on that experience, the design has been
 
Improved and expanded to offer the user greater flexibility and ease of use.
 
Implementation l currently underway. A brief description of the language's
 
objectives is found InTom Manetsch's working paper on the subject.-/ A
 
statement of language requirements follows.
 
Two general requirements on the language system are that It: (I)be
 
completely compatible at least with the FORTRAN compilers most commonly
 
!/T. J. Manotsch, "A Simulation Language to Facilitate the Development
 
and Use of Simulallorn Models inPolicy,Program, and Project Analysis--Pre­
liminary Outline," Project Working Paper 73-1, 1973.
 
TABLE 1
 
Library Routines and Componerts in Process as of June 30, 1974
 
C3omponent

Name 

LEL 
SELS 

DELF 

ELLF 

)ELVF 

DELLVF 

ABELS 

AEXS 

TABULS 

TABUXS 

DEMOGC 

DEMOGD 

AGACC 

Mni Production
 
Component 

4axi Production
 
.omponent 

rice-Quant i ty
 
Adj ustment
 
Component 

rain Manage-

nt Component 

;External Trade
 
j]omponent 

Initiated 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X
 
X 

X 
X 

Developed 

X 

X 

X 

X 

XX 

-X 

X 

x 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X
 
-.
 
X 
I 	 X
 
-

Programmed 

X 

I 	 X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

x 

X-

X 

X 

,= X
.. 

X
 
-
Documf ntation 

Written 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x 

X 

X '
 
X 

X 

Component 

Reviewed 

X
 
X
 
X
 
X
 
X
 
X
 
X.
 
Xl
 
XI
 
X,
 
X,:
 
Component Admitted
 
Revised to CLASS
 
DEL - Distributed Delay 
DELS - Distributed Delay with Storage 
DELF - Distributed Delay with Finer Time Increment 
DELF- Distributed Delay with StorageLosses. 
DELVF - Distributed Delay with Variable Delay Time 
DELLVF - Distributed Delay with Storage Losses and VarlableiDelay:Time 
TABELS - Table Function with Equal Intervals, Limited Extrapolation and
 
Single Curve
 
TABEXS - Table Function with Equal Intervals, Extrapolation, and Single 
Curve 
TABULS - Table Function with Unequal Intervals, Limited Extrapolation. 
and Single Curve 
TABUXS - Table Function with Unequal Intervals, Extrapolation and Single
Curve 
DEMOGC - Demography with Distributed Age Cohorts 
DEMOGD - Demography with Discrete Age Cohorts 
AGACC - Agricultural Accounting 
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used on CDC 6000 series computers and IBM 360/370 series computers, and
 
with as many additional compilers as practicable; and (2)be scalable to
 
handle various kinds and sizes of problems, e.g., only that part of the
 
system need be loaded which is necessary to execute the particular thsk
 
,at hand at any given moment.
 
More specifically, based on an Initial conceptualization of the sImu­
lation language system (Figure 6 ),top priority is given to.development
 
of the FORTRAN-based system executive and the user interpreter, the latter
 
being the software which translates the user-oriented component of the
 
simulation language Into FORTRAN. This Is not to diminish the importance
 
of the designer interpreter (which translates the designer-orlented compo­
nent of the system into FORTRAN), particularly the automatic linklng of com­
ponents, but Itdoes recognize the project's preeminent user orientation.
 
Included In the user-orlented component will be provisions for
 
Interactive or batch
 
Model CPonents
 
imulation I 
"
 languagesystem -2 -II Executive I 
User Designer I Designer
User 
 (e.g.,

).g., 1 Interpreter Interpreter I programmer,
)cislon 
 systems

sker, I modeler, etc)
t
ialyst, etc,)
 
Igure 6.
 
Simulation Language System
 
':(1) Job parameter specification, .
 
(i') sensitivity testing of any model-parameter,.
 
111) policy experimentation,
 
(Iv) time series tracking (automatic or manual),
 
(v) optimization mode operation (for either policy experimentation,
 
response surface estimation or parameter estimation),
 
(vi) Monte Carlo mode analysis, and
 
(vii) response surface estimation. 
Important supportive features here will Include alternative output modes 
and formats capable of accessing, storing and/or printing anyspecifled 
model variable or set of variables; appropriate error diagnostics; and the 
ability to specify alternative model Initial conditions for various times 
zero.
 
As the user Interpreter becomes operational, development of the design­
er Interpreter will get under way. The letter will include:
 
(I) automatic model building, i.e., component literconnections,
 
Including linkages of component Input and output variables and
 
execution time sequencing,
 
(11) automatic overlaying as may be specified,
 
(i11) program editing,
 
(iv) appropriate error diagnostics,
 
(v) program documenting of equations and variable definitions.
 
Further down the line may be higher level 
programming capabilities, includ-

Ing modeling directly with block diagrams and/or differential and integral
 
equations, the option of specifying alternative numerical Integration
 
methods, etc.
 
The language specifications outlined above for either the user or the
 
designer are of course subject to revisions, additions or deletions as
 
Indicated by experience In the course of language development and, Indeed,
 
with the project's activities In general.
 
The Policy Advisory Board was constituted and held Its first meeting
 
In East Lansing on 6-7 May 1974. Official minutes and recommendations of
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that meeting are found in Appendix E. While the Board's role Isadvisory
 
only, the Ideas, criticisms encouragement and guidelines offered by its
 
members are of Immense value to the project team indevelopment of CLASS
 
toward a working system which can ultimately be transferred to an action
 
agency. Board members are: Art Coutu (Chairman), Derek Byerlee, Doug
 
Caton, Lee Fletcher, Al Halter, George Judge, Henri Quaix, Leroy Quance,
 
and Stephan Tangermann.
 
Continued work on CLASS will focus as Indicated below:
 
I. Component development will proceed to add to the library a) a simpli­
fled production component, b) a generalized LP-slmulation Interface
 
package, c) an Input-output macroeconomic model linking agricultural
 
and nonagricultural sectors, d) an urban demand/simultaneous equa­
tions annual price adjustment model, and e) an output display package.
 
2. Initial Implementation of the simulation analysis language will be com­
pleted. The language system will be tested and demonstrated at the
 
International conference (see below). The system will be evaluated and
 
revised based on this experience.
 
3. A Policy Advisory Board meeting will be held In February 1975. Another
 
will possibly be held In fall 1975 Inconjunction with the International
 
conference.
 
4. An international conference will be held per Advisory Board recommen­
dation (see Appendix E ) In 1975 to Introduce the international pro­
fessional community to CLASS services.
 
5. CLASS standards and procedures will be continually reevaluated and
 
revised as indicated by experiences.
 
6. The library will respond to roquests for Its services within tho limjts 
of I fs rosour:os. 
V1I , DISSEMI NATION OF RESULTS 
Project actiVitlies during the report period Included attendance of:.,i
 
project personnel'at conferences and seminars and publications as listed
 
below,
 
Conferences and Seminars
 
1. Glenn Johnson, Tom Manetsch and Ed Rossmlller participated Intwo
 
Workshops on Agricultural Systems Analysis inSeoul, Korea In.July and
 
August 1973.
 
2. Ed Rossmiller presented a seminar at the Food Institute, East-

West Center, Honolulu, Hawaii on "The Korean Agricultural Sector Simulation
 
Project--a Two Year Perspective" in August 1973.
 
3. Mike AbkIn, Glenn Johnson, Tom Manetsch and Ed Rossmiller attended
 
a Simulation Seminar at AID/Washington on 9 July 1973.
 
4. Ed Rossmiller consulted with AID officials at a meeting InChicago
 
on alternative methods of financing and administering AID contracts Inthe
 
'future on 11-12 September 1973.
 
5. Ed Rossmiller presented a seminar inthe Department of Agricultural
 
Economics, Michigan State University on "The Korean Project: Reflections
 
of a Team Member" in November 1973.
 
6. Tom Manetsch and Ed Rossmiller met with AID, IBRD, apd USDA
 
personnel InWashington, D. C. to discuss the training program on 8-9
 
November 1973.
 
7. Tom Manetsch consulted with AID officials InWashington, D. C.
 
with respect to AID administration of agricultural sector research on
 
28-30 November 1973.
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,'MIike Abkin andi: Dennis Pervls 'traveled to Athens, Georgia to consult
 
with Margaret,Pavk and visit the COSMIC Computer Center Library at the
 
University of Georgia on 9-10 January 1974.
 
9. Glenn Johnson traveled to Bellaglo, Italy on a Rockefeller Foundation
 
Sresidency to draft a book on agricultural change in February 1974. This was
 
partially inthe furtherance of objectives of AID/csd-2975.
 
10. Glenn Johnson attended a Ford Foundation conference inNairobi,
 
Kenya to make available analytical techniques developed under AID/csd-2975
 
on 23-28 February 1974.
 
11. Mike Abkln, Tom Carroll, Glenn Johnson, Dong Min Kim, Ho Tak Kim,
 
Tom Manetsch and Ed Rossmiller attended an evaluation conference on Contract
 
AID/csd-2975 and confer with AID personnel and project evaluators on
 
27-29 March 1974.
 
12. Ed Rossmlller presented a seminar at the Society for International
 
Development luncheon, Michigan State University, on "Agricultural Sector
 
Analysis: The Korean Case" on 5 April 1974.
 
13. 
 Mike Abkin attended the Symposium on Global Modeling sponsored b/
 
the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) 
in Baden,
 
Austria inMay 1974. 
 The subject of the Symposium was the Mesarovtc-Pestel
 
multiregional world model. 
 Dr. Abkin also held discussions with IIASA
 
Director Howard Raiffa on the possibilities of MSU-IIASA collaborative
 
research.
 
;4. 
 Mike Abkin followed up on the IIASA meeting by attending as an
 
observer a meeting of the National Academy of Sciences Advisory Committee
 
on IIASA InJune 1974. The committee Isadvisory to Harrison Brown, USA
 
representative on IIASA's governing council. 
 Again, the potential for
 
MSU-IIASA collaboration was Investigated.
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15. Glenn Johnson attendeda'MUCIA planning meetlng4InC1,fbag9'on
 
session3 design workshops on internatlonal aspects of international"
 
development on 18 June 1974.
 
Miscellaneous Reports and Working Papers
 
Abkin, Michael H., and Manetsch, Thomas J. "Simulation Approach to Develop­
ment Planning with Nigerian and Korean Applications." East
 
Lansing: Michigan State University, March 1974. (Paper submitted
 
for publication inAutomatica.)
 
de Haen, Hartwig. "Suggestions and Conclusions from a Two Week Stay with
 
the KASS Team, Seoul, Korea." Consulting Report. Seoul, Korea:
 
Korean Agricultural Sector Simulation Project. 22 March 1974.
 
Gibson, F. J. "A Status Report on the Grain Management Simulation." KASS
 
Working Paper 73-4. Seoul, Korea: Korean Agricultural Sector
 
Simulation Project. July 1973.
 
Glbson, 	Forrest and Kim, Sang Gee. "Food Grain Management Program in Korea."

Agricultural Economy. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. May
 
1974. (InKorean)
 
Kim, Dong 	Hi and Kim, Sang Gee. "Background Report on Korean Agricultural

Sector Study (KASS), 1971.9-1974.1." Korea: National Agricultural

Economics 	Research Institute. January 1974. (InKorean)
 
Manetsch, 	Thomas J. "Simulation of Aggregate Loan Repayment Policies Using

the Variable Distributed Time Deay." Project Working Paper 74-1.
 
East Lansing: Michigan State University. March 1974.
 
-. 	 "Equations for an Urban Consumption Component with Consumer Storage
for the Korean Grain Management Model." Project Working Paper 74-2. 
East Lansing: Michigan State University. 1974. 
_____. 	 "Some General Principles of System Modelling." Training Program
 
Paper. East Lansing: Michigan State University. 1974.
 
-. "Toward a 	Learning Cybernetic Model of Farm Production, Consumption,

Investment, and Dls-lnvestment Activities." Training Program Paper.

East Lansing: Michigan State University. 1974.
 
.
 "Use of the VDEL Subroutine to Simulate Project Implementation in
 
Economic Development." Training Program Paper. East Lansing:

Michigaf, State University. 1974.
 
"Consulting Report on Grain Management Model and Systems Science
 
Training Based on a Field Trip to Seoul, Korea. 16-29 June 1974."
 
Consulting Report. Seoul, Korea: Korean Agricultural Sector
 
Simulation Project. June 1974.
 
Mehrens, William A. and Downing, Stephen M. "Candidate Selection Procedures:
 
Multi-National Program of Study inSystems Analysis for Developmental

Planning." Training Program Paper. East Lansing: Michigan State
 
University. 16 April 1974.
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Telgen, L. D. "Report on the Modifications of the KASS Model for International
 
Trade Analysis." KASS Issue Paper 5. Seoul, Korea: Korean
 
'Agricultural Sector Simulation Project. 26 November 1973.
 
"Thoughts on International Prices as Limits to Domestic Price
 
Variation." KASS Issue Paper 6. Seoul, Korea: Korean Agricultural
 
Sector Simulation Project. 7 December 1973.
 
"A Model for Private Storage Behavior under Completion and Monopoly
 
with an Application to Korean Rice Storage." KASS Working Paper
 
73-5. Seoul, Korea: Korean Agricultural Sector Simulation Project.
 
December 1973.
 
__ .	 "Price Targets and Import Levels on Korean Rice." KASS Issue 
Paper 7. Seoul, Korea: Korean Agricultural Sector Simulation 
Project. 15 January 1974. 
.	 "The Annual Price Determination Mechanism." KASS Working Paper
 
74-2. Seoul, Korea: Korean Agricultural Sector Simulation Project.
 
June 1974.
 
Telgen, L. D. and Suh, H. H. "An Aggregated Input Output Model for Korea
 
Emphasizing Agriculture." KASS Working Paper 74-1. Seoul, Korea:
 
Korean Agricultural Sector Simulation Project. March 1974.
 
Winer, Claudia and Wolf, Chris. "PAL Syntax." East Lansing: Michigan State
 
University. 6 August 1974.
 
Wolf, Chris, Manetsch, Thomas J., and Winer, Claudia. "A FORTRAN Executive
 
Program for Continuous Flow Simulation Models--SIMEXI." Training
 
Program Paper. East Lansing: Michigan State University. 1974.
 
Jcurnal Publications
 
Abkln, M. 	H., et al. "SysTem Simulation of Agricultural Development: Some
 
Nigerian Policy Comparisons." American Journal of Agricultural
 
Economics Vol. 55, No. 3, August 1973.
 
Ph.D. Dissertations
 
Kim, Seyeul. "The Economic and Social Determinants of Rural-Urban Migration
 
In Korea: A Case Study of North Cholla Pro.ince." Unpublished
 
Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of Agricultural and Resource
 
Economics, University of Hawaii, 1973.
 
Park, Kang-Sik. "Rural Urban Labor Migration, Farm Structure, Factor
 
Productivity, and Farm Income in Korean Agriculture." Unpublished
 
Ph.D. Dissertation, Department of Agricultural and Resource
 
Economics, University of Hawaii, December 1973.
 
Posada, Alvaro. "A Simulatiun Analysis of Policies for the Northern Colombia
 
Beef Cattle Industry." Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Department
 
of Agricultural Lconomics, Michigan State University, 1974.
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KASS Publicatlons Translated Into Korean
 
Ferrl1:J. N., Libby, L. W., Seol, I. J., Suh, H. H., 
and Rossmiller, G. E.

"Storage and Movement of Farm Commodities wiTh Emphasis on
Storage Requirements" and "Demands on Transportation Facilities

and Benefits from Road Improvements," Chapters 10 and 11 
 from

Investment Priorities 
in the Korean Agricultural Sector, written
by the Korean Agricultural Sector Study Team, 1972 (translated Into
 
Korean in 1974).
 
Haley, William J. and Kim, Young Sik. 
 "Land and Water Resource Development."

Part II from Investment Priorities in the Korean Agrlcultural Sector
1
written by the Korean Agricultural Sector Study ream, 1972 (translated

Into Korean in 1974).
 
Papers Presented at Conferences, Seminars, and Meetings
 
Abkin, Michael H. "Infrastructure to Support Systems Modeling as 
a
Contituous and Transferable Process: 
 The Computer Library for
Agr!cultural Systems Simulation." 
 Paper presented at the Alrlie

Evaluation Conference 27-28 March 1974.
 
"An Optimization Component for Large Scale Simulation Models." 
 Paper prepared

*for 
 the CLASS Policy Advisory Board Meeting, 6-7 May 1974. 
 East

Lansing: 
 Michigan State University. April 1974.
 
"CLASS Standards Manual, Computer Library for Agricultural Systems Simulation."
East Lansing: 
 Michigan State University. 4 April 1974.
 
de Haen, H. "Projections of Resource Allocation and Production 
In Korean
Agriculture with a Microeconomic Model--A Component of the Kurean
Agricultural Sector Model." 
 Paper presented at Workshop on Agri­
cultural Systems Analysis, Seoul, 30 July 

- 9 August 1973.
 
Johnson, G. L. "Systems Simulation and Its Application in the KASS Approach."
Paper presented at Workshop on Agricultural Systems "nalysis,

Seoul, 30 July --9 August 1973.
 
-... 
 "Ceneral, Systems, Simulation Models for Sector Analysis." Paper

presented at the Airlie Evaluation Conference 27-28 March 1974.

Manotsch, 7. J. 
"Economic Analysis for Agricultural Sector Planning: System
Simulation Concepts." 
 Paper presented at Workshop on Agricultural

Systems Anplys!s, Seoul, 30 July 9 August 1973.
-

"An Introduction to the Systems Approach as a Problem Solving
Methodology." 
 Paper presented at Workshop on Agricultural Systems
Analysis, Seoul, 30 July 

- 9 August 1973.
 
•. "Basic Systems Theory &nd Concepts Underlying Construction of the
Korean Simulation Model with 
lmplicatlons for Further Work."
Papcr presented at the AlrIle Evaluation Conference 27-28 March 1974.
 
__ .
 "A Proposed Development Analysis Study Program." 
 Paper presented

at Airlle Evaluation Conference 27-28 March 1974.
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Pervis, 
 ,W, "An Analysis of the Proposed Agricultural Accounting

Component for CLASS." Paper prepared for the CLASS Policy Advisory
Board Meeting, 6-7 May 1974. 
 East Lansing: 
 Michigan State University.

29 April 1974.
 
"Functions, Procedures, and Organization of CLASS." 
 Paper prepared
for the CLASS Policy Advisory Board Meeting, 6-7 May 1974. 
 East
Lansing: Michigan State University. 8 April 1974.
 
Rahlml, Morteza. "Preliminary Reference Manual Policy Analysis Language
PAL." 
 Paper prepared for the CLASS Policy Advisory Board Meeting,
6-7 May 1974. East Lansing: Michigan State University. May 1974.
 
"Requirements for the Development of a Simulation Language System." 
 Paper
prepared for the CLASS Policy Advisory Board Meeting, 6-7 May 1974.
East Lansing: 
 Michigan State University. 16 July 1973.
 
Rossmiller, G. E. "Role of Economic Analysis inthe Planning and Policy
Formulation Process." 
 Paper presented at Workshop on Agricultural

Systems Analysis, Seoul, 
30 July 
- 9 August 1973.
 
- "Utilizing a Systems Model 
for Policy Analysis." Paper presented

at the Airlie Evaluation Conference 27-28 March 1974.
 
Rossmiller, G. E. and Kim, D. H. "KASS Developmenl 
Issues." Paper presented

at Workshop on Agricultural Systems Analysis, Seoul, 
30 Ji;y ­
9 August 1973.
 
"Research Needs for Planning and Policy." 
 Paper presented at Workshop

on Agricultural Systems Analysis, Seoul, 
30 July - 9 August 1973.
 
Watt, David and Winer, Claudia. 
 "Using the Software Library: An Example from
Michigan Agriculture." Paper prepared for the CLASS Policy Advisory
Board Meeting, 6-7 May 1974. 
 East Lansing: 
 Michigan State University.

May 1974.
 
IX: EXPENDITURES AND CONTRACTOR RESOURCES
 
AND WORK PLAN
 
Personnel
 
1A,', 	 The following Individuals were employed during the period I July 1973
 
through 30 June 1974 to carry out the terms of the Contract:
 
1. 	Dr. George E. Rossmiller 

Project Director 

!Post: U. S. and Seoul, Korea 

:2. 	Dr. Tom W Carroll 

Field Project Leader 

Post: Seoul, Korea 

3. 	Dr. Michael H. Abkin 

Regular Staff Member 

Post: U. S. 

4. 	Mr. Bo Andersson 

Graduate Student 

Post: U.S. 

5. 	Mr. Alan Baquet 

Graduate Student 

Post: U. S. 

C, 	Mrs. Herta Bauersachs 

Short-Term Staff Member 

Post: Seoul, Korea 

7. 	Dr. Freidrich Bauersachs 

Short-Term Staff Member 

Post: Seoul, Korea 

8. 	Mr. Marcus Buchner 

Graduate Student 

Post: U. S. 

9. 	Mrs. Kay 'nooper 

Secretary 

Post: Seoul, Korea 

10. 	 Ms. Patricia H. Cooper 

Secretary 

Post: Seoul, Korea 

11. 	 Dr. Hartwig de Haen 

Short-term Staff Member 

Consultant 

Post: U. S. and Seoul, Korea
 
12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

Mr. 	Steven Downing
 
Graduate Student
 
Post: U. S.
 
Mr. 	Fo rest Gibson
 
Regular Staff Member
 
PosJ: Seoul, Korea
 
Mr. 	Thomas Hamby
 
Graduate Student
 
Post: U. S. 
Mr. 	Frank Huybrechts
 
Graduate Student
 
Post: U.S.
 
Mr. 	Gary Ingvaldson
 
Regular Staff Member
 
Post: Seoul, Korea
 
Dr. 	Glenn L. Johnson
 
Regular Staff Member
 
Post: U. S.
 
Mr. 	Chung Ho Kim
 
Graduate Student
 
Post: U. S.
 
Dr. 	Ho Tak Kim
 
Post 	Doctoral Appointee
 
Post: U. S.
 
Mr. 	Seong Woo Lee
 
Graduate Student
 
Post: U. S.
 
Dr. Thomqs J. Manetsch
 
Regular Staff Member
 
Post: U. S, and Seoul, Korea
 
Dr. 	William Mehrens
 
Short-Term Staff Member
 
Post: U. S.
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23. 	Mr. Keith Olson 28. r.,Morteza Rahlmi
Regular Staff Member 	 Pot Staff Member 
Post:'Seoul, Korea' 	 "Post: U.S. 
24. 	 Miss Judy Pardee 29. Dr. Lloyd Telgen
 
Secretary Regular Staff Member
 
Post: U. S. Post: $eoul, Korea
 
25. 	Mr. Dennis Pervis 30. Ms. Claudia Wlner
 
Regular Staff Member Regular Staff Member
 
Post: LI.S. Post: U. S.
 
26. 	Mr. Alvaro Posada 31. Mr. Christopher Wolf
 
Short-Term Staff Member Regular Staff Member
 
Post: U. S. Post: U. S.
 
27. 	 Mr. Bert M. Pulaski 32. Mr. Carl Wright

Short-Term Staff Member Student Labor
 
Administrative Assistant Post: U. S.
 
Post: U. S.
 
The personnel listed below, although not employed or paid under the
 
terms of the Contract, contributed significantly to the Contract objectives.
 
1. Douglas Caton 5. Dong Min Kim
 
Agency for internatioiial Development Development Analysis
 
Policy Advisory Board Training Program

Computer Library for Agricultural Michigan State University
 
Systems Simulation 	 (KASS Division Chief, NAERI)
 
2. 	Apostolos Condos 6. Jeung Han Lee
 
Food and Agriculture Organization Graduate Student
 
Policy Advisory Board Michigan State University

Computer Library for Agricultural 7. Stan Miller
 
Systems Simulation 	 Oregon State University
 
3. Arthur Coutu Policy Advisory Board
 
North Carolina State University Computer Library for Agricultural

Policy Advisory Board Systems Simulation
 
Computer Library for Agricultural 8. Margaret Park
 
Systems Simulation 	 cosMic
 
4. 	Albert N. Halter University of Georgia

Oregon State University 9 Leroy Quance
 
Policy Advisory Board ERS, USDA
 
Computer Library for Agricultural Policy Advisory Board
 
Systems Simulation Computer Library for Agricultural
 
Systems Slmulatlv,
 
7*9
 
10. Stefan Tangermann 	 11. David Watt
 
University of Gottingen Graduate Student
 
Policy Advisory Board Michigan State University

Computer Library for Agricultural iv
 
Systems Simulation
 
The following personnel from the National Agricultural Economics
 
Research Institute have been associated with the KASS Project In Korea
 
during the past year.
 
1. Dong Hi Kim 10. Kong Nam Hyun

Director 
 Assistant Agricultural Economist
 
2. 	Bong Koo Kim 11. Bu Kwan Lee
 
Research Consultant Computer Programmer
 
3. 	Soon Pyo Chyun, Chief 12. Hyo Bok Lee
Agricultural Sector Dlvision 
 Assistant Computer Programmer
 
4. 	Sang Gee Kim 13. Young Suk Kim
 
Staff Agricultural Economist 	 Assistant Researcher
 
5. Chang Bok An 14. Kyong Sook Park
 
Staff Agricultural Economist Assistant Researcher
 
6. 	Sun Jeung Lee 15. Young Sa We
 
Staff Agricultural Economist Research Assistant
 
7. Han Hyeck Suh 16. Young Sub Kim
 
Staff Agricultural Economist Research Assistant
 
8. Chul Ho KIm 17. Kyong Soo Kim
 
Assistant Agricultural Economist Secretary
 
9. 	Sang Won Lee
 
Assistant Agricultural Economist
 
The following Individuals are presently working with the Korean
 
'AgntIuitural Planning Project:,
 
.... Dr..George E. Rossmiller 6. Mr. Byung Suk Lee 
Director 
 Administrative Officer
 
Post: U. S. and Seoul, Korea Post: Seoul, Korea
 
2. Dr. Hahm, Man Jun 
 7. Dr. Fred Mangum
 
Contract Officer Policy Analyst
 
Post: Seoul, Korea 
 Post: Seoul, Korea
 
3. Miss Jeong Suk Cho 
 8. Ms. Edith Nosow
 
Secretary 
 Secretary
 
Post: U.S. 
 Post: U. S.
 
4. Dr. David Culver 
 9. Mr. Bert Pulaski
 
Short Term Consultant 
 Administrative Officer
 
Post: Seoul, Korea 
 Post: U. S. and Seoul, Korea
 
5. Dr. Richard Duvick 
 10. Dr. Karl Wright

Program and Project 
 Short Term Consultant
 
Evaluation Analyst 
 Post: Seoul, Korea
 
Post: Seoul, Korea
 
Hudget
 
lho provions of Amendment 8 to Contract AID/csd-2975 haspr-oVl~Iod
 
funding for the continuance of the project period to 31 July 1975. This
 
budget currently Is scheduled to support a modified full campus and Korean
 
component staff until 31 December 1974 followed by a limited Korean component
 
only to be extended to 31 July 1975. A proposal is being submitted for
 
further extension and funding of the project to: (1) further refine and
 
develop the Korean model, (2) enhance and complete the Software Library as
 
to its use and placement in either an International or privately funded
 
Institution, (3) provide support for the training program component, and
 
(4) to provide consultant services and software for use inother countries.
 
Budget Schedule
 
Actual Firm Total 
Line Item Expenditures Budget Budget 
Fm 7/1/71 Fm 4/1/74 Fm 7/1/71 
To 3/31/74 To 7/31/75 To 7/31/75 
Salaries 334,619 202,366 537,985 
Consultants 5,865 4,000 9,865 
Fringe Benefits 38,696 29,842 68,538 
Overhead 171,138 93,946 265,084 
Travel 31,535 50,028 81,563 
Equipment 750 -- 750 
Other Direct Costs 50,436 38,360 88,796 
Allowances 10,430 -- 10,430 
Subcontract 6,877 3,400 10,277 
TOTAL $650,346 $421,942 $1,073,288
 
The last Annual Report covers the activities related to expenditures
 
for period 7/1/71 to 6/30/73. Other sections of the present report describe
 
the activirles performed during this reporting period. Under the present
 
terms of the Contract as currently stated, the next annual reporting period
 
would be the final one; however, there Is currently a proposal In AID/W
 
Recapitulation"of Actual/Estimated Expenditures
 
to 30 June 1974
 
IFm 7/1/71 Fm 7/1/72 Fm 7/1/73 Total
Line Item To 6/30/72 To 6/30/73 
 To 6/30/74 Expenditure!
 
6/30/74
 
Salaries 
 61,154 144,312 189,482 
 394,948
Consultants 
 1,700 1,365 200 
 3,265
Fringe Benefits 
 5,024 15,446 21,727
Overhead 42,197
32,442 71,291
Travel/Transportation 84,129 187,862
11,859 10,525 
 21,616 44,000
Equipment 
 478 272 

-- 750
Other Direct Costs 
 12,617 19,533 29,985 62,135
Allowances 

-- 7,677 
 2,395 10,072
Subcontract 

-- 5,382 1,495 6,877 
TOTAL 
 $125,274 $275,803 $351,029 
 $752,106
 
for a continuation of the project. 
The Contract at this time is planning

and continuing on to meet the objectives of the Contrac:t as stated In the
 
Plan of Work.
 
Budget Forecast and Summary
 
The following projected expenditures and budget for the remainder of
 
the Contract are minimum of what is needed to carry out the terms of the
 
Contract.
 
-- 
-- 
-- 
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Budget Expenditures and Forecast
 
Line Items 

Salaries 

Consultants 

Fringe Benefits 

Overhead 

Travel/Transportation 

Equipment 

Other Direct Costs 

Allowances 

Subcontract 

TOTAL 

Actual/Estimated Expenditures 

Fm 7/1/71 

To 6/30/74 

394,948 

3,265 

42,197 

187,862 

44,000 

750 

62,135 

10,072 

6,877 

$752,106 

Fm 7/1/74 

To 7/31/75 

143,037 

6,600 

26,341 

77,222 

37,563 

26,661 

358 

3,400 

$321,182 

Projected Expenditures
 
Fm 7/1/71
 
To 7/31/75
 
537,985
 
9,865
 
68,538
 
265,084
 
81,563
 
750
 
88,796
 
10,430
 
10,277
 
$1,073,288
 
The following approved budget summarizes the budget according to Amendment
 
8 to the Contract.
 
Approved Budget*
 
Actual/Estimated
 
Line Items 

Salaries 

Consultants 

Fringe Benefits 

Overhead 

Travel/Transportation 

Equipment 

Other Direct Costs 

Allowancos 

Subcontrart 

TOTAL 

9-ccording to Amendment 
Expenditures 

Fm 7/1/71 

To 3/31/74 

334,619 

5,865 

38,696 

171,138 

31,535 

750 

50,436 

10,430 

6,877 

$650,346 

8 to the Contract. 
Firm Budget Total
 
Fm 4/1/74 

To 9/30/74 

132,737 

2,500 

19,248 

69,831 

35,035 

20,680 

3,400 

$283,431 

Fm 10/1/74 Fm 7/1/71
 
To 7/31/75 To 7/31/75
 
70,629 537,985
 
1,500 9,865
 
10,494 68,538
 
24,115 265,084
 
14,993 81,563
 
-- 750 
17,680 68,796 
-- 10,430 
-- 10,277 
$139,511 $.,073,288
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Administrative Relations With
 
USAID/Korea and AID/Washington
 
USAID/Korea
 
The Mission has continued to meet Its contractual obligations to the
 
Michigan State University project. The cooperation of the Rural Development
 
Division and the General Services Office, AID/Seoul In providing support and
 
advice Intime of need isacknowledged with many thanks. Particular rocogni­
tion should go to Francis C. Jones and Michael H. B. Adler for their interest
 
and support.
 
AID/Washington
 
Contracting Office
 
The cooperation of Miss Virginia Perelli, Contracting Officer and
 
Mr. Philip Casteel of that office Isappreciated. Their advice and full
 
attention given to our many contractual requests and the professional manner
 
In which the contract negotiations, over the past years (extensions, new
 
budgets, etc.) 
were handled and carried out Iscertainly a credit to that
 
office.
 
TAB Office
 
TAB personnel have taken a keen Interest inthe project over the
 
reporting period as evidenced by the relatively high proportion of their time
 
devoted to evaluation and contractual discussions. Inparticular 'he support
 
of Douglas Caton until 
his transfer from the Agency Isgratefully acknowledged.
 
Lee Fletcher has given freely of his time and energioi Incarrying out the
 
contractual obligations of his office.
 
05 
Work 'Ilan for tho I'orlcoi I July 1974 - i1 July 19)J 
The AID evaluation of the project Inearly 1974 made it Impossible to
 
place previously developed proposals for extending AID/csd-2975 before AID/W

and Its Research Advisory Committee prior to the fall meeting In 1974. 
 Con­
sequently the project has been twice extended by Amendments 7 and 8. Amend­
ment 7 amended the Scope of Work and provided funding through 30 September

while Amendment 8 further amended the Scope of Work. 
 Inaddition, Amendment 8
 
provided salaries for four workers InKorea for 12 months each inthe period

I July 1974 - 31 July 1975. Amendment 8 presumed that an effort would be made
 
to extend the project on 
a longer term basis and that such an extension would
 
provide a modified plan of work for the four workers in Korea starting I January

1975. 
 That proposal for extension of the Contract to 30 June 1976 Ispresently

Inprocess. 
 Following isthe work plan provided for In Amendment 7 and 8 
to
 
the Contract:
 
1. Finalize preparation of the livestock subsector component of the
 
overall agricultural sector model.
 
2. Formulate an :uxlllary model 
on grain storage and management.
 
3. Finalize a library procedure to identify, catalog, and record
 
computer software on systems simulation.
 
4. Prepare technical papers on:
 
a. Investment-disin estment theory
 
b. use of PERT in project analysis
 
c. modeling of rural-urban migration
 
5. Prepare a substantive proposal on utilization of the experience
 
and advancement In technique in Korea to other LDC's.
 
6. A 15-sector Input-output component with dynamic feedback will be
 
linked to the Korean Agricultural Sector Study (KASS) model. 
 This
 
model will be carablo of tracing 1he agricultural sector Income
 
Investment and consumption activity and migration behavior inthe
 
nonagricultural sector as well nonagricultural economic activity
as 

Impact on the agricultural sector and will 
provide the basis for
 
development of the expanded Input-output component.
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7. 	The migration portion of the population component will be linked
 
to the rest of the KASS model and the input-output interface between
 
agricultural/nonagricultural sectors. 
Base policy runs Incorporating
 
these linkages and projecting the consequences of alternative popula­
tion control and agricultural income and price policy alternatives will
 
be assessed during this period.
 
8. An operational version of the yield determination component will be
 
completed. This yield determination component will be linked with
 
the KASS model and runs selected jointly with the Korean Agricultural
 
Planning Project (KAPP) workers and Korean decision makers will be
 
made.
 
9. 	Work on the qrain management component and policy analysis of alter­
natives will be accomplished inconjunction with the Ministry of
 
Agriculture and Fisheries.
 
10. 	 Contractor personnel inKorea will:
 
a. 	be responsive to KAPP and Korean decisfon maker needs for modeling
 
and programming assistance
 
b. 	inthe event that a contract extension is not negotiated, prepare
 
for a 31 July 1975 departure with:
 
(1)special training and seminars to ease the dislocations which
 
would be caused by their departure
 
(2)special documentation work to help Insure the continued use
 
of the KASS model
 
(3)develop alternative ways of pi)vidlng assistance In:
 
(a)model development
 
(b)training
 
(c)documentation and library work
 
APP'ENDIX A
 
Introduction to the
 
General System Simulation Approach
 
This appendix isan Introduction to the general system simulation
 
..approach. Itdiscusses (1)the d!stinction between the "systems approach"

,,.and "simulation techniques," (2)the relation between the system simula­
tion approach and other analytical techniques, and (3)the application of
 
the approach at non-sector level applications.
 
First Isthe distinction between "systems approach" and "simulation
 
techniques." 
 The concept of the systems approach adhered to by the
 
project isdescribed by T. J. Manetsch and G. L. Park intheir forthcoming

book Systems Analysis and Simulation with Applications to Social and Economic
 
Systenms.
 
Inthat book, they define the "systems approac:" as a problem-solving
 
methodology which begins with a tentatively identified set of needs and
 
has as 
its result an operating sys tem for efficiently attaining a set of
 
"goods" and avoiding a set of "bads' ':;thin the constraints of a system.
 
There are two prominent attributes of this approach:
1) Itovertly seeks to include all factors which are
Important In arriving at a ... 
solution to the given
problem and 2) itmakes use of quantitative models to
assist Inmaking rational decisions at many levels

where It Is appropriate to use such tools.
 
To elaborate, we consider the following

mathematical statement:
 
N

tSystems Approach' > IXI
 
IM'
 
(read ' Includes but 
Isgreater than')
 
x1 = A methodology for planning/management
 
X2 A multidisciplinary team
 
X3 w Organization
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x = Mathematical modeling techniques
 
=
X5 Disciplined non-quantitative thinking
 
Simulation techniques
 
x7 = Optimization techniques
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x8 = Application of computers
 
We see from this statement that we have a number of
 
factors that make up systems analysis but do not
 
completely define it. One of these important factors
 
Is a systems planning and management methodology.
 
This is a process that begins with the definition of
 
the needs in the particular situation, moves on to
 
explicit problem definition, synthesis of alternative
 
solution approaches, examination of the feasibility
 
of these alternatives, approach selection, design and
 
optimization of the selected approach, and ends with
 
an operating system which has been implemented in the
 
real world ....
 
Inorder to implement the systems approach we
 
usually need a multidisciplinary team which can bring
 
together the many disciplines and talents needed to
 
carry out these diverse functions. We also need
 
organization theory, and organizations to effectively
 
allocate these human and physical resources to the tasks
 
at hand in all phases of activity from planning through
 
operation of the real system.
 
The fourth factor in the inequalIty above Is the 
concept of modeling. Much time is devoted to modeling 
In many systems and technical courses. Our concept of 
modeling is the construction of an abstract model as 
representation of 'the real thing'. 'The real tuing' 
here Is the real situation or problem that is being 
studied, and the model Is a useful represerttion of 
that situal ion that can be dealt wih infel leclual ly 
and reasonably in terms of mathumal is,or- computer 
programming .... While mathematical models are gain-
Ing In Importance as means of studying systems and
 
making decisions that relate to the 'real thing', they
 
can never replace sound non-quantitative thinking

using the 'mental modols' that come with experience
 
In dealing with roality.
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lh . Ixth f;jc;or 'Il our (Il,.II,,,;on of lih -y*,. ,''
,t h c .t mm l uhi !*flim i,ql)l~rJF k , ti. -si l I l l Ion . ,,f lion, i ,,a, lly 
means Ihat wo haw) ocomptifor proram or o fhor funct Ion Ing 
model of the system on which we can try different design
 
and management strategies
 
Optimization iswhere we desire to maximize or
 
minimize some crierion of performance of the system
 
while satisfying other constraints due to phys!:al or
 
social environments. Readers who have been exposed to
 
(economics, our Insert) linear or nonlinear programming
 
or to optimal control problems have encountered the con­
cept of optimization before. An example of an optimiza­
tion problem might Involve the assignment of transporta­
tion links ina system that transfers goods between
 
several factories, several warehouses, and the ultimate
 
consumers. The goal might be to provide the transportation
 
of goods at minimum cost while satisfying constraints on
 
delivery time and other factors.
 
The eighth significant area in systems analysis is
 
tho use of computers. Systems analysis can be done
 
without computers but the computational power of the
 
computer makes many systems analysis tools easier to
 
use, especially in large scale problems where the number
 
of variables and Interactions are large. Using modern
 
computers it Is now feasible computationally to study
 
complex systems with thousands of variables.
 
Second, simulation techniques are often used inipplying the systems
 
approach to problems. Simply stated, simulation is the tracking or pro­
jection of a variable or set of variables over time, under different assumed
 
conditions some of which are and some of which are not controlled by man.
 
An eyeballed line through a scatler diagram on graph paper, using a ruler
 
and pencil, Is a simulation Ifthe line projects the horizontal time dimen­
sion beyond the known data. A regression equation with time as an independent
 
variable can provide a bit more sophisticated simulation. Time oriented
 
models based on one or more specialized techniques such as Input-output,
 
linear progr-amming, simultaneous equatlonsY are more complex but not
 
basically different. rhoy provide the analyst with a technique for estimat-

Ing the consequences through time of alternative assumptions--i.e., simulations
 
--often Ina specialized sense, through optimizing a single objective function
 
.1-Cowles Commission variety with parameters probabillistlcally estimated,
 
usually from time series data.
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andusing specialized sources of data. Specific simulation techniques are
 
used to formulate models which display the time path consequences of a
 
specific set of system Inputs and estimated values of parameters.
 
This project uses the generalized, computerized, systems, simulation
 
approach. 
 Theory and techniques from many disciplines are used to buiid
 
models in a systems context, the domain of the system modeled being de­
fined in such a way as to include the problem being addressed. Specialized
 
theories and techniques are used where appropriate to build components of
 
the overall model. Such specialized components are linked to each other in
 
the model just as the real components which they represent are linked In
 
the real system. 
Thus, the approach is general with respect to disciplines
 
and their different theories and to techniques. It isalso general with
 
respect to sources and types of data, and 
information. And finally It
 
makes use of the technology of the modern electronic computer as do many
 
of the specialized techniques when used separately. 
Thus, the approach
 
used inthis project Is not inany way competitive (or inconflict) with
 
any specialized technique, theory, or discipline. 
 Ideally itencompasses
 
any and all of these techniques and 
uses them as, when and where appropriate
 
Inmodeling a system relevant to the study of a particular specific problem
 
or constellation of problems as 
such itseeks to exploit and develop the
 
opportunities to exploit various techniques by incorporating components
 
based on these techniques into general, systems-science simulation models.
 
There ismuch research and development work still 
 to be done to constructively
 
use and interface such components. This project can contribute to and
 
benefit from theore+ical, methodological, and oper Hional problem solving research
 
efforts Inother projects which are :,sing, gaining experience 4ith, and
 
further developing various specialized techniques. The need is for coopera­
tion to exploit the complementarity between the more speclilized techniques
 
and the more general approach. Exploitation of these complementarifies
 
among various techniques car provide beneficial advances to all 
concerned.
 
AID, as the funding source for this and other projects, should encourage 
and be receptilve to the building of I a'ages and mechanlsms for exoloitlrq 
the complementaritlos among those projects. 
 The MSU team stands ready to
 
cooperate with other projects as mutually satisfactory mechanisms can bo
 
devised.
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Third and finally, the approach Is useful Inmany non-sector level
 
applications. This project focuses on modeling the agricultural sector
 
to assist decision makers at th3 planning, policy, program, and project
 
levels, and at the national and regional, sector and subsector levels.
 
Thus It Isnot confined to sector analysis.
 
'..mPPEND IX B 
"- ' -:'Atrlle House Evaluation Conference"&-

27-28 March 1974
 
Participants
 
Michael Abkin KIm, Don,. ...
 
Michigan S;tate University National Agricultural Economics
 
Joel Bernstein Research Institute
 
U.S. Agency for Int'l. Development Republic of Korea
 
Daniol Bromley Kim, Dong Min
 
J.S. Agency for Int'l. Development National Agricultural Economlcs
r DResearch 
 Institute
 
Albert Brown 
 Republic of Korea
 
American Technical Assistance Corp. Kim, ioTak
 
Wilfred Candler 
 Seoul National University

University of Guelph 
 Thomas Manetsch
 
Tom Carroll Michigan State University
 
Michigan State University Donold McClelland
 
Douglas Caton 
 / U.S. Agenc for Int'l. Devel~pinent 
U.S. Agency for Int'l. Development Wiliiam Merrill
 
Apostolos Condos 
 Iowa State University
 
Food and Agriculture Organization Robot1 V3rcw
 
Lehman Fletcher 
 U.S. Agency for In,'I. Devej ,)ment
 
U.S. Agency for Int'l. Development Rickdrd Phillips
 
Hartwig de Haen 
 Kansas State University

University of Bonn 
 Jorgen Randers 
Leon Hesser Massachusetts Institjte of I inolovj 
U.S. Agency for Int'i. Development George Rossmiller
 
Lane Holdcroft 
 Michiqmn State University
 
U.S. Agency for Int'l. Development Ird3-jT'i' Singh
 
Glenn Johnson 
 Oh;.) Stat, Iniverslty
 
Michigan State University Alan Stroul
 
Agrlcu'tural Development Council
 
Rich,, Sutor
 
U.3 . Agjeicy for Int'l. Developmo'.t
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Formal Presentations 
Fletcher Concept and Practice of Sector, naysis;.Purpose. , 
of the Evaluation 
Johnson General Systems Simulation Models for Sector Analysis 
Manetsch Theories and Concepts Underlying Construction of the 
Korean Simulation Model 
#Rossm I e r . Uti.lizing A Systems Model for Policy Analysis 
Strout , Institutionalizing the Systems Simulation;Approach:..,,:L 
Progress and Problems in Korea ­
"Randers' Design, Output and Validity of the Korean.Systems..Model, 
.Slngh .,,_TheRecursive Linear Programming Component 
Phillips The Grain Management Component 
Crag -The Population Component 
Candler The Livestock Component 
KIm;, H ., .InstitutionaIzing Systems Models: A Korean PerspecIve 
Panel . .. Support Systems to Make Systems Simulaflon'Modeli'ng",A' 
Continuous and Transferable Process:
 
Rossmiller Institution Building.
 
Carrol l,.-, Computer Operations inthe Field
 
Manetsch Training .
 
Abkin Softwara Librarv
 
APPENDIX C 
Researcher Workshop 
-August 3, 1973 
Presentatlons,
 
Dr. T.J. Manetsch 

Michigan State University 

Mr. B.S. Ryu 
Ministry of Agriculture & 
.
Fisheries 

Mr. S.M. Oh 

Bank of Korea
 
Dr. Hee Yeon Song 

Korea Development Institute
 
Dr. P.Y. Moon 
Korea Development Institute 
Mr. Chang 
Economic Planning Board, 
-Bureau of Statistics 
Dr. D.H. Kim 
Agricultural Economics Research 
Institute
 
Dr. H.T. Kim 

Seoul National University
 
Dr. T.W. Carroll 

Michigan State University
 
Mr. S.G. Kim 

National Agricultural Economics,
 
Research Institute
 
Dr. S.H. Ban 

Seoul National University-: 

Mr. F.J. Gibson 

Michigan State University
 
Mr. K.S. Chai 
Ministry of Agriculture & 
Pi .qhpriea 
Systems Analysis Framework; 
Systems Simulation Concepts; KASS Model
 
A Case for Agricultural Systems
 
Analysis
 
Inter-industry Analysis
 
Macro Projection Model
 
Simultaneous Equations
 
Data Collection Problem
 
Production Functions
 
- . ... 
Supply Functions
 
KASS Population Component 
KASS Resource Allocation Component 
Agricultural Productivity Growth 
Analysis 
KASS Grain Management Program Component 
Agricultural Production Policy in 
Korea 
Dr.D.H. Kim, NARI ,Research Needs for Planning and Policy 
Dr. G. E. Rosemiller, MSU 
-Dr., G.L. johnsol Agricultural Development Research: 
Michigan State University Around the World 
Dr. J.H. Park Relationship between Economic.,Research 
and Decision Maker
 
Participants by Organization: 
National Agricultural Economics i 
Research Institute .................. . . . ..... 7
 
Agricultural Development Corporation
 
Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries . 2
 
Seoul National University ............ 2.
 
Forestry Experimental a ....... ••.• ............
 
Agricultural Co-op College .........
 
1*;
Bank "ofKorea ............. 

Chun-buk University ..................... ..
 
Chun-nam University ........
 
Council for Economics and Science ........................ 0a 3. 

Dong Kuk University ........................ ...... ...... 3
 
Kwan-weon University 1 
Sang Uni ver sit y ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s . . . 
National Businessmen's Association ..... e.[.... .... . 
Office of Rural Development . 
Seoul National University ..............
 
Sericultural Inspection Office ....
 
Sericultural Experimental Station ....... ...........
 
Tota).e W
 
Decision-Makor Workshop-

Auit' 629, 1973' 
Presentations:
 
Dr. J.H Park Problems facing Korean Agriculture-, 
-,.Blue House Implication to Decision Maker and Researcher
 
Dri G.E. Rossmiller Role of Economic Analysis in the 
Mchigan State University Planning and Policy Formulation 
•" Process 
Dr. G.L. Johnson System Simulation and its Application
 
Michigan State University in the KASS Approach
 
Dr. D.H. Kim KASS Findings and Their Policy
 
National Agricultural Economics Implications
 
Resea.rch Institute
 
Dr. D.H. Kim, NAERI KASS Development Issues
 
Dr. G.E. Rossmiller, MSU
 
Participants by Organization: 
Ministry of Agriculture &-Fisheries 13 
National Agricultural.Economics Research Institute .... 
Agricultural Material Inspuction Office .................. 2 
Agricultural Development Corporation ................... 2 
National Agricultural Cooperation Federation 2 
Agricultural Product Inspection Office ................... 2 
Chonnam University . 
Chonbuk Univei sity ........................ *.............. 1 
Extension Service, Seoul City.i
 
National Businessmen's Association . .i
 
Oggice of Government Administration ......................
 
Office of Rural Development ...........................
 
Seoul National University .
 
Total , : 31 
FINAL 
Rossmiller-
APPENDIX D 22 December 1973 
Michigan State University 
cKorean Agricultural Planning Project
 
Scope of Work
 
Background: 
Until the inciption-of the.Third Five-Year Plan in 1972, pil c +icy 
and investment emphasis wns-directed toward building social infrastructure 
and expansion and growth of the.industrial sector. Agricultural sector 
development was allowed to lagbehnd the rest of the econom .during that 
period. With the initiation of the Third Five-Year Plan in 1972,!develbp­
ment emphasis shifted to include the agricultural sector. :Thus, the linistrv
 
of Agriculture and Fisheries (NAF) has an i-creased responsibility in planning
 
policy formulation, program development, and project design and execution.
 
Situation
 
The Korean g'bvernment is interestd in 'agricultural sector development 
for a variety of reasons. Just under 50 percent of ,the population isi the 
agricultural sect'oi and 'thd'sdctor"contributes JustAtinder-30" percent 'of,total 
gross national pr6dut (GN.P).' Farm household incomes are low reiativie to 
nonfarm household incomes.' Rural to urban migration'is strainiig -the Aimits 
of the absorptive capacity of the industrial sector for labor. Agricultural 
,productivity increases are not keeping pace with the increased demand for
 
agricultural commodities, thu. increasing amounts of scarce foreign exchange
 
are required for agricultural imports. Recent shortages of grains in world,
 
markets and resultant %'orld price increases have caused these imports to
 
become even more costly.
 
. ..I I e i , w -i ', . 
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The various functions related to planning and development activities
 
are located in numerous agencies and offices within and outside of MAF.
 
The relatively low capacity of personnel within many of these scattered
 
agencies for using modern analytical techniques and an organizational
 
structure which precludes adequate coordination of the various functions
 
makes effective planning and development activities extremely difficult.
 
Recommendations by the Korean Agricultural Sector Study Team (KASS)
 
for an agricultural sector development strategy included inplementation of
 
"a policy of improving agricultural policy formulation procedures, prograns,
 
''
project', :design, and public administration and execution. / These
 
recommendations also call for reorganization of IAF along functional lines
 
and organization for more effective and coordinated statistical!and-:gri­
cultural,',economics work. Hathaway and Rossmiller, in their KASS paper
 
provided-the basis for the broad KASS recommendations.- / They went into'"
 
somewhat greater detail in their recom.endations concerning various aspects
 
ofU1.the statistics collection and processing system and the economic analysis
 
system-'to include the functions of policy, program, and project analysis,"
 
agdkcutural outiook, and long run structural economic research.
 
X'Rossmiller, G. E., et al., Korean Aricultural Sector Analvsis and4
 
Recommended Develooment Strateoies, 1971-1985. 
 Ninistry of Agriculture

and Fisheries, Seoul, Korea; and Department of Agricultural Economics,

Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan. 1972. (Also translated
 
into Korean.)
 
-!Hathaway,Dale E. and Rossmiller, G. E., "Organization of the Ministry
 
of Agriculture and Forestry'Republic of Korea,Michigan State Universityj

June 1972.
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AF.is now prepared to proceed with more precisely defining operational
 
activities for implementation of many of these recommendations. They are­
prepared to receive and accommodate technical assistance in three major
 
areas of economic analysis--policy analysis, agricultural outlook, and
 
program and project evaluation--and in the related area of agricultural
 
statistics.
 
Technical Assistance Required Under the Korean
 
,:.Agricultural Planning Project (KAPP)
 
This technical assistance should include the following long term
 
personnel: Policy analyst (agriculturaleconomist),working with the,
 
Planning Coordinators Office WF, (2)an-agriculture outlook-analyst
 
(agricultural economist) working with the appropriate agency in MAP,
 
probably the Statistics Bureau, and (3)a program and project evaluation
 
analyst (agricultural economist) working initially with the Agricultural 
Development Corporation (ADC) (MAP operational agency responsible for land 
and water development) but also available to work with other HAF agencies 
as appropriate The planning horizon for this project should be a three 
year period with a review at the end of each year to assess progress and 
to determine specific project emphases and work plan for the following year. 
In addition to the above designated personnel, provision should be included 
in the project for bringing in short term project personnel and consultants 
as determined appropriate as the project unfolds and in interaction between 
.the'long term KAPP personnel'and: ROK Government'personnel with hoi the3y are
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working. Finally, coordination is required among project personnel and other
 
Snternationalagencies working in related areas.
 
The KAPP and KASS personnel must coordinate and work closely together
 
in order to exploit the complementarities of the two projects. To assure
 
this coordination between projects a single field project leader will be
 
designated to handle the administrative and personnel details with the back­
stopping office at Michigan State University, and the internal policy liaise
 
and coordination functions between the two projects.
 
In order to accomplish their individual and combined KAPP project
 
cbjectives KAPP personnel must closely coordinate and integrate their
 
activities. Thus a chief of party will be designated within KAPP to handle
 
internal coordination and project policy issues. Initially this person will
 
be the policy analyst but will be subject to later redesignation by MSU in
 
'agreeient with MAr.
 
In addition, an agricultural economist within the KASS team has been
 
designated as operational liaison between KASS and KAPP. 
This individual
 
(an agricultural economist) will be responsible through his close work
 
relationship with the KAPP personnel, for developing, testing, and integrat­
ing components into the KASS model which will be of use to KAPP personnel"
 
and MAP in the areas of agricultural outlook and program and project
 
evaluation as well as providing specific additional detail required in the
 
model for policy analysis.
 
Objectives
 
The general objective of KAPP is to increase the capacity of the
 
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries and through them the government of
 
the Pnpublic of Korea for sound planning, agricultural policy formulation,
 
Program developmentg'and project, eig and exctlon towarda'uibk raj4id 
and effective development of the agricultural sector. Ceneral project working 
objectives include: (1) to understand the organizational structureand the 
operational processes presently used by MAF in planning and developmental 
activities and to identify the constraints in these systems leading to
 
ineffective, inefficient and operationally unsound outcomes; (2)to advise
 
on organizational and functional means to eradicate the constraints identified
 
in (1)above; and (3)to do substantive work on current issues, within the
 
scope of the project, to relieve current problems and to provide on the job
 
training in the use of modern analytical techniques and processes for
 
Korean personnel of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
 
Specific Scope of Work for Long Term Personnel
 
The following details the specific work plans for the agriculture policy
 
analyst, the agricultural outlook analyst, and the program and project
 
evaluation analyst for the three years of the project with particular
 
emphasis on the first year. Short term personnel and consultant help will
 
be brought in as needs are identified and as thelongterm personnel-working
 
in each area along with their Korean colleagues determine program criteria,
 
specific needs, and scopes of work.
 
The 	agricultu'ral policy analyst will:
 
A. 	In the first year:
 
1. 	Identify, define, and describe (a)the institutional vtructure
 
within which and (b)the operational process through which
 
planning, policy formulation, program development, and
 
project design and execucion take place with respect to the
 
agricultural sector within the Korean Government. Particular
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emphasis will be placed on the Ministry of Agriculture and 
I, Fisheries, From this descriptive base the po4ly,analyst will 
identify specific structural and process constraints.to effectively 
carry,-out the aboye functions,and recommend organizatiopaP.,, 
and institutional changes which will faciLitate removal,.of the 
identified constraints.
 
2, Analyze and evaluate the .AF long range projections for the
 
agricultural sector for the period 1973-1981, using modcrn
 
analytical techniques and recommend changes and alternatives,
 
with particular emphasis on increasing and extending the
 
capability of Korean personnel working in thic 
area.
 
3. 	Begin to work with Korean counterpart personnel on economic
 
analysis of specific policy issues of importance to the current
 
planning and policy efforts of the Ministry. Advise policy
 
decision makers in the Ministry on request on policy matters
 
and 	issues, and help them understand the consequences of alter­
native courses of action.
 
4. 	Coordinate own activities and those of Korean counterparts
 
with the operational activities of the KASS team and recommend
 
extensions and the development of new components to the KASS
 
mod~l which will,contribute to the planning and policy analysis
 
functions.
 
B. In the second and third years. the wrk planis tobe determined ir.
 
light of the first year activities and in interaction between MAP,
 
MSU, and USAID.
 
The official counterpart for the policy analyst is the Planning Coordinator,
 
HAF. Operational counterparts arc the Director, Planning and Budget Survau, 
 -
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HAF and Director, National Agricultural EconOmics Reserchi nstitute. 
......... DivisioniAdditional assistance will be proVided bythe chief, 
MAP and the Chief, International Cooperation oftic, MAF.. 
The Agricultural outl0ok analystWiill: 
A. 	In the first year:
 
Identify, define, and describe the specific agicul'tural outlook
1. 

needs of the public'and private sectors. Plan and begin
 
implementation (with Korean colleagues) of an agricultural
 
outlook analysissystem, paying particular attention to the
 
'priorities and timingdf implementation, additional data needs,
 
and 	program costs.
 
2 	 Plan and begin implementation and improvementf of the agricultural
 
statistics collection and processing~for the'development of an
 
agricultural outlook system. This will involve work with a
 
short term statistical analyst consultant on improvement of
 
statistical collection and processing.
 
3 -.
IAPrther extend the analytical capability of Koreanm personnel
 
working in the statistical collection and processing system and
 
the agricultural outlook system by actively working with these
 
counterpart personnel.
 
4. 	Assist the policy analyst to analyze and evaluate the MAF long
 
fange projections for the agricultural sector for the period
 
1973-1981 as outlined in point A-2, page 6 under'duties of the
 
policy analyst.
 
5. 	 XCoordinate activities with the KASS teamit;e~ploit to the 
fullest the KASS model and through the.KASS team liaison 
person, guide the development of changes in the KASS model 
to better serve the agricultural outlook function. 
B. In the second and third years the work plan is to,be.determined in
 
light of the first year activities and ip interaction between MAF,
 
MSU, and UPAID.,
 
The official counterpart for the Agricultural Outlook Analyst is the
 
Director, Agricultural Development Bureau, MAF. 
Operational counterparts
 
are 	the Chief, Sae Maul Income Division, MAF, the Chief, Farm Economy.Divi­
sion, MAP and the Chief, Narketing and Economic Analyss.I Division, NAERI.,...
 
The program and project evaluation analyst will:
 
A. In the first year:
 
Work with the Agricultural Development Corporation and the
 
Farmland Bureau, MAF, to extend the capability of those agencies
 
inhte use of modern analytical'techniques to design programs
 
"f'land ahd water development consistent with MAF policy
 
objectives and the third five year development plan, to develop
 
'guidelines and rules for choosing among projects of a similar
 
nature and between heterogeneous projects designed to accomplish
 
similar program objectives, and to advise and improve the
 
capability of these agencies in development of project proposals
 
and 	presentations to funding agencies. 
Also this analyst wil*'
 
on request review and evaluate exIsting land and water develop­
ment program and project proposals.
 
2. 
Be available for consul.ation and active participation in progrrm
 
development and project design and evaluation as 
requested by
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I, other agencies of the MAF, on domestically funded investment 
. and for loan applicaticns to international financing sources.
 
'3. Work with the KASS team liaison to use the existing KASS model
 
Inithese analyses and to conceptualize, devise, test, and imple­
ment, new components in the KASS model, useful in: program and
 
project analysis functions.'
 
B. In the second and third years the work plan is to be determined In
 
? light of first year activities and in iintration between MAF, MISU,
 
and USAID..
 
The official counterpart for the Program and Project Evaluatin Analyst
 
ls the Director, Farmland Bureau, MAF. Operational counterparts are the 
Chief, Special Area Development Divisiont'AF'and the D ct Project
 
Design Department, ADC.
 
General
 
Within the framework of the scope of work'outlined above in each of
 
the three work areas, the official Korean counterparts may ask the respect­
lve MSU analysts to perform specific work assignments. Final arbitration
 
of work schedule priorities will be done if necessary by the Vice Minister,
 
MAP in consultation with the KAPP Chief of Party.
 
Project Personnel
 
Personnel involved in the Planning Project will be mature individuals
 
with the experience, training, and background necessary for them to provide
 
the technical assistance required and to interact effectively with top
 
level decision makers in the Korean Government.
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Vl~lrean-Agricultural 	Statistics and
 
Data System Study Team
 
Situation 
The original plan under KAPP was to provide long,term technical 
assistance In policy analysis, agricultural outlook, and program and";',' 
project evaluation. Short term assistance was to be provided as needs 
were identified with resp6c± to statistics collection and data processing
 
inthe agricultural sector. During March 1974, however, Mr. Lee, Byung Suk,
 
Chief, International Cooperation Office, MAF and Dr. Kim, Dong Hi, Director,
 
National Agricultural Economics Research Institute, during their respective
 
stopovers at MSU, provided Information which changes that original plan.
 
InDecember 1973 when KAPP was being finalized it appeared that MAF was
 
ready to move toward the direction of the agricultural ou1~ook work presently
 
being done for MAF by NACF and installing the agricultural outlook function
 
as a responsibility of the Agricultural Development Division inMAF.
 
Operational coordination and responsibility would fall Inpart to both the
 
Statistics Bureau, MAF and the National Agricultural Economics Research
 
Institute. Subsequently, however, itappears that MAF has had some second
 
thoughts as to 	whether this specific action isthe most appropriate way
 
to handle the agricultural outlook function. Indications by both Mr. Lee
 
and Dr. Kim were that it would be appropriate to delay actual technical
 
assistance work on agricultural outlook until MAF has come closer to
 
resolving this issue. Inthe meantime, however, the increased pressure
 
for better and more useful agricultural sector jata has brought to the
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forefront the need for concentration on improvement inthe statistics and
 
data system. Thus, to the degree possible KAPP. should decrease.the immediate 
priority on agricultural outlook and Increase the immediate priority on the
 
statistics and data system.
 
General Plan
 
In line with these changed prioritles during the month of:June 1974,
 
KAPP will field a study team to develop a specific and detailed work plan
 
.1for MAF and KAPP personnel to carry out by June 1975 for the Improvement of
 
the present statistics collection and data processing work now being done
 
in.MAF and for the development of a comprehensive agricultural statistics
 
and data system. This team will consist of David Culver, agricultural outlook
 
specialist from USDA who Iscommitted to become the agricultural outlook 
analyst on the KAPP project beginning inJune 1975; Karl Wright, agricultural
 
economist, MSU, formerly provided about six months input Into KASS and has worked
 
Intensively with agricultural data and census data from both the U. S. and
 
Michigan; Tom Carroll' systems sclentist with KASS and present field project
 
leader KASS; Lloyd Teigen, KASS/KAPP liaison; and G. E. Rossmiller project
 
director and team leader for this effort. Recruitment is under way for an
 
additional team member from SRS-USDA.
 
Objectives
 
The objective of this one month effort Isto develop a plan and a
 
design for plan implementation for the rationalization and expanded scope
 
of the statistics collection and data systems for the Korean agricultural
 
sector. To carry out this objective the following steps must be taken:
 
1. 	Carry out a 16 prehensive review of the Present MAF statistics 
collection and data processing activities including: a) means 
of collection, b) type of stath!tics col lected, c) definition 
of terms, d) series processed,' e) means:and frequency of reporting 
series, f.)logical consistency among series,, g), identlflcatio p of 
-present users., 
2. Ascertain the relevance of statistics presently collected and
 
.processed, and determine col lection and processed data gaps which
 
would be potentially useful to the statistics and data users which
 
MAF is interested in serving.
 
3. 	Conceptual ize and make recommendations as to the institutional and
 
operational design of a statistics collection and data processing
 
,system for MAF which uses modern col lection, processing, storage,
 
and retrieval technology and which services the multiple needs of
 
the 	wide array of users of agricultural data.
 
4. 	Develop a specifl: and detailed work plan to Implement the
 
recommendations in such a way that the major portion of the,
 
newly conceptual ized system can be functional by June 1975.
 
APPENDIX E
 
,,COMPUTER LIBRARY FOR AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS SIMULATION
 
MINUTES AND RECOMMENDATIONr
 
FROM THE MEETING OF THE
 
POLICY ADVISORY BOARD
 
6-7 MAY 1974
 
,,EASTLANSING, MICHIGAN
 
e'v
R#lew of'First'Year's Activities
 
The members of the CLASS project team presented to the PAB'the results
 
of he previous year's work. The 'standardsthat have been developed for
 
dbmtonents, documentation, and programming were discussed. 
Among the
 
6'exampies supplied were several utility programs and component'routines.
 
Under development Is an optimization package for parameter estimation and
 
klevelopmebnt of policy recommendatlons. The'concept of a language to ease
 
'the task of model building and policy analysis was discussed and a
 
8emnstratlon'given of the policy analyst's language using a 
model of the 
lstate of Michigan constructed with CLASS components generalized from the 
Nigerian and Korean models'. The Michigan model was used to demonstrate
 
the verathlttyof the language and the library Inn6ving components from
 
the Nigerin-and Korean experiences to an entirely new application.
 
'Component Acquisltion
 
There Is a definite need for obtaining more components, both from
 
members of the MSU project team and from outside sources. We need to
 
Identify problem areas by relating to decision makers. 
A loose structure
 
exists at present for assimilating outside components Into the library,
 
but the process needs to be given more structure. Once these areas are
 
specified, we must show that specific questions can be answered by use
 
of the library's simulation models. We should consider who are our
 
potential 
customers Indecidlng upon the Inclusion of particular components
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Inthe library. Itwould bea good Idea to take components from an externa
 
model such as one from ERS and run them through the component acquisition
 
process. We would then have "real world" acn,.I+t^nc wijk taimi, , ^ 
be useful for demonstration purposes.
 
Again, it is Important for the CLASS team to be looking at what 
others are doing along these same lines. We want to se how other librarle
 
operate, though It Is-agreed that CLASS should be more of an active rather
 
than a passive library.
 
,-,,The..U It Imate. Location 
The library has to begin preparing for eventual transfer to one or,,, 
moreoutside locations. To this end, the CLASS team must begin buildIng, 
up a,critical mass of components to make the library viable. At least,, 
one domestic and one international center should be considered. ,At the­
various locatlons, the library,could take on different. forms 'suitable 
to Its users. Possible ,locations include USDA, IIASA:A,IDIW,IBRD a d ,, 
FAO. 
Documentation
 
Since we will be addressing a diverse audience, several different
 
types of documentation will be needed. Three classes of potential users
 
emerge, each with Its own specific needs--(l) the decision maker, (2)the
 
systems analyst, and (3)the programmer.
 
The documentation must serve two purposes: (I)that of publicIty,.i,.'
 
togenerate an Interest.In CLASS, and (2)as a~means,ot.conveylng,,how to
 
make use of the library.
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,The first function can best be served by the use of abstracts of
 
which two different types are needed: one for the decision maker In
 
nontechnical language and one aimed at the analyst. The abstracts aimed
 
at the decision makers should focus on problem areas that ,'hey may
 
actual ly confront. Two types of documentation are needed to serve the
 
second function. First, there Is the component documentation,-.directed
 
primarily at the analyst. It should explain the component in disciplinary
 
terms and should contain an example of its possible use. Also included
 
here would be the mathematical description of the component. Secondly,
 
there is the program documentation, which contains the.necessary informatilon
 
for implementing the program on a machlne. Thus, the three types of:
 
documertatlon, the abstract,' the component 'documentatlon, and the program 
documentation provide varying degrees of 'Involvement to the user, as he ­
progresses through the successive steps of utlizatlon. 
It was also recognized that within academic circles there ls a
 
certain stigma"attached to "borrowing" someone else's work' Thui"an
 
attempt should be made to overcome this attitude through the documentation,
 
wherever possible; some suggestions were: (1) emphasizing the cost
 
savings, especially in the use of scarce researcher time; (2) pointing
 
out that confidence can be placed in these components since they have 
been used elsewhere; and (3) emphasizing that the art Is in building -he 
model, rather than In programming It. 
Sympos I u 
It was recommended that an -International :symposium be held almed'at .
 
the potential usars of CLASS. The symposlum's purpose would be to make, !: .
 
possible users aware of the library and Its capabilities and to get
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feedbackrfrom 'them, The symposlu:hTwil 
serVe;as a vehiclefor- iarket
 
development'. 'One Important feature,of.the symposi um .wouid~be -ademonstra
 
tion of.AInteractlon~wlth a model using the--policy analyst, language,.
 
The'model should be one that all people would agree is a useful problem­
solving,.model, ;rather.,than one.built for the purpose of demonstration
 
only. S
, omne :possible ,choices were the,Korean grain management model,
 
the Venezuelan livestock model, or-a model provided by ERS. 
 Inorder
 
to.provide a meaningful interaction, the number of people attending,
 
should be kept below 50. A conference committee was chosen consistini
 
ofUArt Coutu, Leroy Quance, Doug Caton, and possibly Henri Qualx.
 
The question of funding for the conference was discussed. Ilt.,wa- ,.
 
recommended that funds be sought from AID, but with responsibliity for
 
the~symposium remaining with the project team. 
The,PAB-and perhaps
 
some~outslde agency should make recommendations as to who~should attend.,
 
The conference can also serve a.training function for those who attend..,
 
After the conference, the demonstration should be given to other
 
professIonal meetings. This will al low for, an 
Interchange of ideas
 
with others engaged In similar work.
 
PAB Operations
 
Due to the anticipated transfer of the library, the PAB shou'ld.......
 
become progressively independent of MSU. 
One-of the important con­
siderations of the Board should be planning for this eventual 
move.
 
.To that end, members of organizations that could possibly become a home.
 
forthe library should be invited to PAB meetings as observers.. In:
 
addition, other people Involved inwork of a similar nature, particularly
 
from other disciplines should be Invited to observe.
 
' Subjicts',that 'the Boardfelt needed:.further consideratIon:were: 
4'l),howimuch emphasis shouldthore be Inthe development.Of components,--.
 
versus further development of the language (the general feelings leaning­
toward a heavier push for component development), (2)who would provide,;'
 
funding for further language development,. (3)what priorities should-be
 
used in'selecting:the types of.components, (4)who should finance user ..
 
service costs, (5)should CLASS provide user training, (6)should the
 
library provide a data bank and management system, and (7) is there,'a,
 
need-foria Technical Advisory Committee.
 
The subject of Board membership was considered and it-was feltthat
 
the'group should not grow much larger, although itshouid-be::well- rounded
 
In Its composition. Some members felt they would prefer to be on the
 
Board as a representative of their particular organization, while others
 
preferred to act as Individuals. Thus, each person will act In whichever
 
role he/she prefers.
 
Subsequent Meetings and a Chairman
 
Another meeting of the Board was recommended to be held In about six
 
months. Art Coutu was elected chairman of the PAB.
 
Recommendations
 
I. There Isa need to keep the MSU group intact with activitles
 
continued at or above the present level for at least another
 
year. More library routines must be acquired and a nucleus
 
of components iust be generated to enable a transfer of
 
activities intact during the next two years to an as yet
 
undetermined location(s).
 
2. 	A symposium should be planned for the spring of 1975 inorder
 
to make potential users aware of the library and to generate
 
an Interest in it,. The conference should be aimed at decision
 
makers, with the emphasis on the role of the library In help-

Ing them solve the real world problems they face. Although
 
primary responsibility for the conference should rest with
 
the CLASS staff, extra funding should be sought from AID.
 
3. 	A need exists for an Interchange of Ideas wlth the professional

community. Following the conference, some of the material
 
presented there should be taken to professional meetings so
 
that others may see what the CLASS team isworking on.
 
4. At the same time a survey should be made of other libraries,

In private industry as well as inpublic institutions and
 
universities, to see Ifthere isanything that would be of
 
benefit to CLASS and ifthere are important duplications to be
 
avoided and/or regarded as complementary to CLASS.
 
5. Further work should be done to see that the documentation conforms
 
in practice to the theory set forth inthe documentation standards,
 
as suggested above on pages 2 and 3. The language will 
need
 
continued development with some consideration given to what
 
direction itwill take.
 
6. The Board should remain a small group Inorder to continue to
 
function effectively. However, It Isfelt that more representa­
tion, particularly from other disciplines isneeded. 
 Some
 
persons should be invited to attend, not as members of the Board,
 
but 	as observers.
 
7. Another meeting of the Policy Advisory Board should be scheduled
 
for October 1974.
 
Arthur4talrman
 
Policy Advisory Board
 
George h.Rossliar, Director 
Agricultural Sector Analysis
 
and Simulation Projects
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APPEND!X, F 
'ABS'TRACT" 
"A'SIMULATIONANALYSIS OF POLICIES FOR THE
 
'NORTHERN COLOMBIA BEEF CATTLE INDUSTRY
 
By
 
Alvaro Posada
 
"'The Atlantic Coast'of northern Colombia (known as the
 
Costa) supports between 40 and 50 percent of Colombia's cattle
 
population and, with easy access to domestic and world markets,
 
is the most important of Colombia's five beef-producing regions.
 
Because cattle raising is the main economic activity in the
 
Costa and is an extensive operation wlth low technical
 
efficiency, the region has been a priority target for cattle
 
development programs. In the mid-1960s, with the financial
 
and technical assistance of several international agencies,
 
the Colombian government started a cattle development program
 
aimed at increasing beef production mainly on the Atlantic
 
Coast. In the early 1970s this program was reinforced with
 
a disease control program and then revised and issued as a...
 
national cattle development plan. The main instruments ,of. S '
 
this plan are credit, technical assistance, export subsidies
 
and improved marketing and slaughtering facilities. Its
 
long-term objectives are to increase the protein supply to
 
the Colombian population and to generate foreign exchange
 
earnings.
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The primary purpose of this study was to develop a 
system simulation model to (I) an'1lyze the effects of productiot 
incentives on the decision of farmers to ad,.pt new production
 
methods, and (2) estimate the effects of the expanded regional
 
production on the income of farmers, government revenues,
 
Colombian beef consumption and sustained level of exports.
 
Four alternatives to traditional production were considered.
 
Alternative 1 considered the improvement of native and artificiE
 
grasses; alternative 2 considered the improvement of artificial
 
grasses and the substitution of artificial for native grasses;
 
alternatives 3 and 4 added the production of forages and silage
 
to the improvement of range lands in alternatives 1 and 2 re­
spectively. At the present stage of the study, however,
 
alternative 2 was the only one comprehensively tested and used
 
as a base run for policy experimentation. The cattle system
 
simulation model has five major components (including a cattle
 
demography model) which (1) allocate land use according to
 
the farmer's perceived profitabilities of cattle and crops
 
subject to land and capital constraints; (2) calculate yield
 
and output of cattle and crops and their respective producer
 
and market prices; (3) provide the instrumental linkages for
 
government revenue, export trade policies, and production
 
campaign policies; and (14) generate the performance criteria
 
necessary to evaluate the impacts of alternative programs on
 
the cattle economy through time.
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'The five major sets of assumptions investigated were
 
(1) disease control in the traditional herd, (2) alternative
 
cattle industry taxing policies, (3) alternative development
 
credit policies, (4) alternative levels of government producti(
 
campaign promotion, and (5) alternative cattle pricing and
 
export policies. The results of the cattle policy experiments
 
were discussed in terms of the projected time paths (from 1966
 
,to 1985) of five of the most important performance indices
 
incorporated in the model: (1) regional cattle population,
 
(2) Colombian beef consumption per capita, (3) regional farm
 
income from cattle, (4) capitalized grazing land value per
 
hectare, and (5) annual regional government revenue from
 
cat*le. Experiments with disease control and export promo­
tion policies each used two indices instead of the above
 
five: regional cattle population and extraction. ratio for
 
the disease control policies and domestic market price of
 
finished males and export margin for the export policies.
 
In general, the study demonstrated that (1) the
 
,proJected outcomes with the government disease control
 
campaign were greater than under precampaign practices in
 
the traditional herd; (2) the projected outcomes with
 
government programs easing development loan terms were in
 
all cases greater than the base run which assumed current
 
credit policies; (3) the projected area in improved land and
 
the modern cattle population with government policies benefit­
ing both the traditional and modern operations were in all
 
cases lower than under policie- benefiting only the modern
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operation; (4) the projected area in improved land with the
 
increased land tax rate was greater than the'base run which
 
assumed current land tax rates; (5)the projected outcomes
 
with'the removal of special taxes on cattle were lower than
 
the base run which assumed no removal of these taxes; (6)
 
given the assumptions on farmers' decisions and accounting
 
mechanisms in the model, availability of credit for land
 
improvement does not seem to be a serious constraint to
 
land modernization; and (7) the projected outcomes with a
 
flexible exchange rate suggest that this is an effective
 
incentive to export without involving large transfers from
 
public revenues to exporters in the form of subsidies.
 
The study indicated areas where more research and
 
regional data are needed to improve the model's performance,
 
and discussed possible extensions that could help analyze more
 
fully alternative policy strategies for the Costa's overall
 
development. Finally, the study demonstrated that the system
 
simulation approach with a computerized model of the cattle
 
economy which incorporated information from diverse sources
 
and accounted explicitly for the dynamic interactions and
 
feedbacks that might occur can be a very useful methodological
 
tool for policy analysis.
 
